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PREFACE 
The subject of spelling has been of interest to the writer of this. 
pa.per as, a classrocm teacher for many- yea.rs, beginning in the era when 
Webster•:;; Slue_ Ba.ekSpeller had great influence., through precedent, in the 
teaching of spelling. The methods of teaching have undergone transformation, 
for in 'those. years began the scientific investigations which have resulted 
·:,.n changes in the teaching of all subjects. Those changes caused. the writer 
great eoncem in trying to find and use the best methods by which children 
would learn to spell more accurately. 
The original. paper on the subject of spelling was written as an out-
growth of the Course, Biucation., 470, Langyge Arts_ In The Elementary School 
.which led to modified views of teaching spelling. This course, combined 
with increasing criticism concerning the teaching or spelling, caused the 
writer to d.o wide reading in the literature of research sttldies. This read-
ing, in acldition to action research in the classroom on some of the problems 
,in spelling, has reached. a culmination of interest which has resulted in the 
writing of this pa.per. 
The writer had several purposes in mind in including extensive quota-
tions from various authors: first, to have a. compilation of material from 
several sources to i,nelude the different or similar viewpoints on definite 
phases of teaching spelling and how children learn to spell; second, to have 
this material in a condensed form so that it might be useful to some person 
er persons who need help in teaching spelling; third, to have the ex.a.et 
wording of the authors for fear that the communication through the writer might 
325153 iii 
be misinterpreted either by the writer or by those people who read the pa.per; 
and fourth, the authors• own words renect their personalities which cannot 
be shown through the words of another person. 
The writer of this paper is grateful. to those people who have made so 
much careful research to prove an idea or ideas in 1llhich they firmly believed, 
and the writer feels indebted to those people, interested in the importance of 
correct spelling, whose work has been available for others to study. 
Dr. Arthur u. Ftiwards, of the Eastern lllinois State College, has given 
encouragement to the writer not only in the preparation for this pa.per, but as 
a teacher through the years, and in the planning of the gra.e.uate courses. 
The writer also wishes to aekmwledge the assistance of Mrs. Mart.ha Crites 
in typing, editing, and checking the references for this pa.per. 
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DlTBODUCTION 
nie spelling problem has been the cause of much comment a.rui criticism, 
as well as a severe trial to school teachers, for many years a.l though it has 
changed both in content and method with the progress ma.de in education. It 
has been one of the :fundamental subjects of the curriculum since Noah Webster 
published his Blue Back Speller in 1783. The voeabulary of this famous 
speller became the traditional spelling vocabulary of American scho<i>ls and it 
is consiaereEl Webster's contribution to the concept of formal discipline as 
a principle of leaming. Bis idea was that the learning of ha.rd WONS would. 
give a general spelling sense and would. prepare for the pupils' needs .as 
adults. Some of the words from the veca.bula.ry in this speller contin:m.ed to 
( "\'. 
be placed in the word lists fol:U'Jd. in elementary school spellers <ioD to the 
present time. This was due to Thorndike and Horn, according to Gert:rud.e 
Hildreth, a.s the guides used in eonstrueting the lists were the "Thorndike 
Word. Book and Horn Basie Writing Vocabula.7 which tend.ad. to perpetuate the 
predominance of adult words in elementary school spelling lists because 
these studies are based wholly .or in large pa.rt on formal ad.ult correspon<!l-
enee and literary writing.nl 
The trad.ition of oral "eontest11• spelling at school a.mi the famous 
' 
"spel Jing bee" as a part of social life in earlier d.ays stemmed. frcm the 
pronunciation exercises in Webster's book. The idea of teaching all child.ran 
in the country tG give the same sourui to each letter and to ea.eh of the 
l.Gertrucle Hilcdreth, "An !V&luation of Spelling Word Lists and 
Voeabula.ry Stud.ies,11 The El.ementa.ry Schoel Journal, LI (January, 1951), 
255. 
2 
important. groups 0f lettiers occurred to Webster a.a a means of teaching all 
young Americans to proneiunee words in the same :way. This would lead to the 
unity of the various di.aleetie groups which existed in the United. States 
following the Revolutionary Wa.r. In this ma.mer phonies entered American 
reading instruction as a patriotic motive.2 
Horace Mann question.ea the value for most children of the 11meeha.nieal 
glibness" shO'D. in the spelling contests. .'.fne objections were the following: 
that 11 (1) those who received most of the ben"efit were those who could alreaey. 
spell; (2) the method was exclusively oral with doubtful transfer to written 
work;; ($!the pressure to leam a list of words where immediate use ma.de, for 
impema.nent learning; ad(~ the unusual words usee. and stuaied. bore no relation 
to children's actual needs in writing.11 3 
The increasing criticism made of the American schools in recent yea.rs 
has been directed toward the schools• effort.a in teaching reading, phonics, 
and spelling, and it is the American b:usinesSJQBn who are becoming increas-
ingly critical of the job that the schools are doing in the teaching of 
spelling. Tllese men insist that millions of 'cdolla.rs are wasted annually in· 
the business world because of misspelling.4 .If we took all of these 
criticisms a.t face value, these comments would lead us to believe that the 
graduates of American public schools cannot read.or write a.swell as they 
should, and certainly cannot read or spell as the generation of their fathers 
who are making these criticisms. However, this inefficiency does not seem 
2Nila. Banton Smith, »lfuat Research Tells Us About Word Recognition,11 
The El.ementar,: School Journal, LV (April, 1955), 440. 
· 3Gert.rud.e Hildreth, Teaching Spelling (New York: Henry Holt and 
C0mpa.ny, 19$5), PPi S-9 • · . 
4'rhom;as J .. ~on.ey, A New Ulrlfied Approach to Spelling, Department 
of School Se~ces and Publications No. 24, Wesleyan '€:Jniversity, Middletown, 
Conn. (ColUJJ!bus, Ohio: Wesleyan Umiversity Press, April, 1956), P• 1. 
to be a recent matter as some of the lay critics would lead us to believe.5 
We heal!. that children spell more poorly today than previously due to the fact 
that they are not taught the alphabet and phonics. Our method ,of teaching . 
reading is said to produqe vdld guessing at wordsJ this is reflected in less 
accurate knowledge of word structure and therefore the result is poorer spelling. 
Most of these comments could be answered by simply pointing out the 
difference in school poptll.ations of today and yesterday. Today's schools 
attempt to educate practically all of America's youth, not merely a small hand-
picked proportion of the whole school-age group.· This causes a larger group or 
limited intellectual and cultural backgrounds to be included in the school popu-
lation. In addition there are contrasts between the aims and ·practices in 
teaching spelling between the. old and the new school. In the old school, pro-
nunciation and rote spelling 11ie3re stressed., pupils were taught te spell hun-
dreds of words they didn't understand and consequently could never use in their 
own writing even though they could spell them. The spelling curriculum of 
today represents a very careful selection and gradation of words. The total 
list of wori.s taught comm.only averages about 3500 words chosen from extensive 
I 
studies of the actual writing needs of the average child and adult~ ''No 
longer are children expected to leam the 10,000 and 12,000 words chosen by 
opinion and tradition from technical sources as was true in the old schoo1. 11 6· 
There is still no unanimous agreement among the writers of the spelling texts 
concerning the criteria for choice but the criteria of usefulness and difficulty 
are replacing less scientific reasons for choice. 
"------------------------------------
5E:lna Iue Furness, "Teaching Procedures for Spelling Disabilities," 
Elementary English, XXXI (March, 1954), 159. 
. 6George D. Spache, trVfua.t•s Wrong With Our Teaching of Spelling?11 
l;):1.ucation1 LXXVI (January, 1956), 297. 
4 
Spelling errors detract from a.ll written work, whether it is in 
material written in school, in personal letters, or in business activities. 
We know that although there are about 600,000 different words in the diction-
ary and that most of them are spelled at some time by some one, the average 
person, however, w.i.11 probably need to write only a small proportion of these 
. ' 
words. It is estimated that 3,000 words, which account for 97 per cent of 
the running words, will be used by an average person in a lifetime; the 
remaining three per cent of the vocabulary needed will be largely specialized 
and personal word.s.7 The most commonly accepted single objective then, for 
the teaching of spelling vocabulary, is to enable pupils to spell the words 
they need to write now and in the future. The perfect speller is rare be-
cause no person can possibly have enough experiences in his lifetime to 
spell correctly every word that he needs to spell. "Common observation 
indicates that the maxim.um for the typieaJ. literate person stops just beyond 
the spelling • demons• and rarely rea~hes the loftier heights of poly-syllabic 
words derived from La.tin and Greek origins.us However no one questions the 
value of automatieaJ.ly correct spelling. It is standard equipment for 
literate adults. ucorrect spelling is important because it enables the 
reader to progress through written material more readily and understand.mgly.m9 
One of the causes given for poor spelling is that the nature of the 
!nglish language makes spelling difficult. Among these difficulties are the 
different sounds which are assigned to the same letter combinations, avail-
ability of alternate spellings, silent letters, homonyms, and a variety of 
letter forms such as manuscript and. cursive.10 Eina Lue Furness explains the 
?Maloney, op. cit., P• 4. 
8Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's, (Minneapolis: Eiucationa.l 
Publishers, Inc., 1936), P• 191. 
9Ibid., P• 190. - l~loney, op. cit., p. l. 
vagaries of Jih.glish orthography due to the history of the Jnglish language: 
many W0:rds from Greek UC!l La.tin retain their original spelling such as alibi, 
analysis., atlas, comma, and. bsna. fide; 01d. French word.a, sueh as piece, 
example, chime have retain.ea. their medieval spelling and often their promm.cia-
tion; the Romans retained words of Angle-Saxon eri.gin, such as eow, sheep, 
eaJ.f, swim, even though they eha.nget the spelling. 'fhen she says that some 
ef the eighteenth eentu:cy writers, Dr. Johnson, Swift, and Priestly, directed 
their efforts toward. ma.king spelling more imif'orm even though they, them-
selves, were inconsistent about their own spelling. Then to all of this, 
yeung people ef this era have need. to spell more different wenls than di<i 
their gra.n<ipa.rents.11 
Gertru.d.e Hildreth asks the questi0m: "lf' limglish spelling is so. 
absur<I, wi\r isn.'t something done abeut it? Bren though she asks the ques-
tion in this manner, her <iiseussion has a more serious note. She lists some 
ef the aavanta.ges that the adoption of a simplified., eensistent syst~ of 
»lgl.ish spelling would. give: 
1. There would. be time that eo:uld. be d.evoted to more essential 
learning. 
2.. It wo:uld be an aid. to lea.ming, reading and pr0n.uneiation to 
fereigmers lea.ming l!nglish. 
3. It would help te establish l!nglish as a universal langiage.12 
Spelling reform has been advocated. by sueh outstanding people as 
Charles Darwin, Alfred Tennyson, Andrew C&~egie, '!'heed.ore Roosevelt, Melvil 
Dewey, the inventor 0f the aeeimal system used. in library cJ.assifieation, 
and. George Bernard. Shaw. Shaw reasonee. . that 0 twe menth,S{! time eould be 
saved. ever:, year !or everyone through the adoption of a new alphabet to 
llFurn.ess, ep. eit., P• 158. 
12Hila.reth, TeaehiJag Spelling, PP• 6-7. 
represent the forty er more sounds in the J1hglish system.1113 Tl1e advoeates 
of s:pelling reform recommend that a plan be worked out either· with a. system 
of phonetic spelling or a simplification of spelling, by rem.ovim.g such 
letters as 11kt' in knife, 11 c" am.d 11q." "There is· renewed interest tociay in 
simplifying English spelling due. to meeha.niea.l inventions for the trans-
mission ef language 'J;hrough eoaes.0 14 Uses are now being made of codes, such 
as the Morse Oc!>ae, cedes used in short.ham.el. and speed writing, and cod.es used 
fer teaching the blirui to read. 
"Professiena.l writers, inelucling tllose who eampese E*iiteria.ls, a.re 
not necessarily good spellers and should be in the market for simplifiea.-
tien," is a statement ma.de in Life Magazin.e in a recent issue.15 The 
article explained the prepesal f'rcm the Smithsonian Institute magazine, 
'f0reh, to start a. simplified spelling pregram in 1957 by substituting "s'' 
for sef't "e,n in 1958, the hard ''e'' would be replaeed by "k," in 1959 
public interest :in.. a }ilo:m.etie alphabet would ene011ra.ge other preoeaures. 
The writer of the article in Life Magazine ridiew.ed the suggestions with 
the following eGDment: HAt the risk ef being against progress, maybe we 
should regard the foregoing (a.n ex.pl.a.nation 0:t the prii:>eedu.re suggested. using 
the cha.ngecil and deieteGl letters) as a horible exampl ana be content with 
spelling we have al.nl@st masterea..nl5 
,All attempts to reform. the spelling er the Jhglish language, to &rJ3' 
great extent, have met w.i.th streng opposition. The pretests are basecd 
elliefiy om three argwaents: 
1. Simplified spelling destroys the familiar w@rd pattern a.ma 
results in confusion in writing a.nd spelling. 
2. Pre:mmciation of words continuously" changes through the yea.rs• 
13ibi<il. U.Ibia. 
15nA Horibl ExampJ., 11 Lite, May 6, ~1957, Po 5;. 
7 
Word forms would soon become unrecognizable if' tht6spelling 
changed to meet each new m,ethod of pronunciation. 
3. All books written in present day English weuld immecliately 
become as obsolete a.a Chaucer in the original spelling and 
the entire population 'VR>uld have to be re-e(dueated to read 
and writ.e.17 · 
4 seeonci cause for poor spelling is that the misinterpretation of 
modern eeluca.tiemal theory has cr•te4 difficulties in the spelling situa-
tion.. Such proeed.ures as earing for individual clifterences, reaction 
against arlll, elimination et group instruction in spelling, and the whole 
, 
wrd approach iD teaehing beginning reading which has eliminated •ra 
analysis, have llad t.heir etr eet on spelling •18 fh:e rebuttal ., bas . been ample 
in the area·· of reading concerning this unjust faul.t-fincling; t>'lit" ii na.s not 
been se strong in d.ef'ending the mod.em teaehirm ef. spelling aeeord.tngto 
Geerge D. Spaehe who is associated. with the rea~ labaratol"Y' and clinic - . . '~ ":~ ' . ' , 
at the Um.:versity. of Florida. Be eays that t})eff) a~e minnclel'$\andings of 
current aims amd :p19.etices in the teaching of ,~ing am that 1110.l'.lle teachers 
are aot quite sure what the school is trying to c.to •. 19 
;.,A third caue given for poor spelling is. that in our evererowlled 
seh$ols, with a crowded. curriculum., it h&s of'ten .. been difticu.lt to fintt 
sutf!eient.time for s}!)el.ling instruction. 
However~ as the research in.the field. of spe;JJing is utilized;;.we shall 
fincl ~he problem of' learning to spell earmot be selved. by' accepting .. these 
reasons only. The problE1111s more complex am it cannot be selved until 
we find more ba.sie causes for spelling difficul.ties. By the same token, 
impro:vement will not be made until we 1.eam t,o apply the findUg13 of research 
and e.ontinue with research in m&IJl' neglected areas which eoneem aJ.l phases 
of the spelling problem. 
l6Pa,u1. B,. Ha.rma, "$pelling," The wo~ld Book, XV (1953), 7641. 
17Bildreth, Teaehi5 Spel.11ng, P• 7. 
18.ifaloney, op. cit., P• l. l<Jspaehe, op, cit., po297o 
CIIAPrER I 
~. eF BASIC WOBD LISfS 
Went Counts 
. American educators, in the early 1,oe•s., began to realize that., U 
there were some wq to identify· the commonest wordS in B;iglish writing., the 
selection et words tor teaching spelling would be greatly simpl.Uied. The 
question tb.en became: Bow ntaey' "cemmonest words" are there? 
The first stuq or impor'ba.ace that began the "era ~t scientific word. 
counts" was published in l.'jl5 by' LecmarEI P. Ayres., Ayres• purpose in sking 
tee list, A ll~pg Scal:e' te..r~b~t1r.k~J!eill~M, was iito construct a basic 
spel.l.ing voea~r.r scale for elassreom. use, w.i.th the words arranged in levels 
aeeorcling w the proven a.bill ty of the children to spell the words." 20 His 
· pl.an was to make a list of the 21000 cemmonest weris, but after selecting 
the first thousand werds., lle, fc::,urid such a diversity of words that it was 
ditfiew.t to cletemine whi.eh words were in the second thousand.. In researeh 
by Ayres., woris were seleeted fra uad'Q].t correspondence and literary writ-
ings of 2.3,629 weres ot which!. approximately 2.000 were different words. The · 
published list eontainecl l.,@OO words o:t. which 5.32 words app.eared at least six 
. times in the runrdng woris.n21 Dolch states that Ayres abandoned this project 
for the following r~on as reported by°. Ayres; 
It is easily ~s.i,'ble te ida,tUy the ten c0JD!llonest words in written 
»igllsll •• ·~ • · .It i.s likewise possible to iclentity the 50 commonest 
21Thomas George Foran, The , chol · and Teac 
(Washington, .o. e.: catholic l!):iucation Press., 1934 , 
8 
••.•• With ingressive decreasing reliabllit7 the list rsa7 
be extended to :include the 500 canmonest werds and possibl.7 the 
l,()OC) eanmo11est, but not the 2,()0C) commonest, fer long before 
this point is reached the identit7 of t.he · trequentq used word.a 
varies according to the.subject mder consideration.22 
Although the word frequenc;v count made 'b7 Ayres was made from the writ-
ing et adults, an important principle of wrd usage was discovered, which has 
been stated above. This shows that relative]Jr few words constitute the bulk 
ot words used in writing am. the vast ma.jerit7 of »iglish words are seldom 
used. It is estimated. that a hundred worcls take eare of aver &l.t ot our 
writing needs and a thousand words do about CJ() per cent of the •rk.~3 
Hildreth also reports that Ayres toad in his st.lldy that the commmiest 3()0 
•rds mad.eup more than three-fourths ot all the writing analyzed, and the 
first 1,000 words JIJ&d.e up more than nine-ten.th~ er. the mater1a.l.. le eon-
cl~ded that a few words with· their repetitions made up a veey large prepor-
. . 
tion ot the words in adlil.t writing.24 
Bl.ward L. Thomdike, in 1,21., tabulated an a.l:phabetical list of the 
10,000 most freQ.UeDtl.7.used. words from forty-oneditf'erent SQUl'Ces. The 
· . eew.at.(.ilacludecl '25,000 wrcls froni litera.tve fer children; about 3,000,000 
words traa the Bible and ]!pg].ish Classics; about .3001000 woru from elemen-
tary school text-books; about 59,000 words from books al>Gut eQOkimg1 sewing, 
taming, the trades, a.rd the like; about. 901000 WGrds from the daiJ.3' news-
papers; and a'bout.500,800 words from cerrespmlflenee.25 Thom~estated in 
22Jtiward William Dolch, Better Spelling ( Champaign., llllnois: The 
Garrua Press, 1942), P• .4. . . . . .. . . · · · · 
231:ildreth, ·. Elemeatm:. School. Journal, LI., 257 • 
. 24Hudreth, Tea.cping Spall¥!&, PP• 1.37-138 • 
. 25JDiwal"Cl L. Thoradike, The 'feMlmr•s Word Book, (New York City: 
Tea.ehers College, OOlumll>ia Universit7~ ~1,21)., P• Ul~ 
10 
the int~duetion in 'Dle Teacber• s . Word Book that "this list is not a per.tect 
measure of the importance ot words but that it will be a help to all teachers 
in estimating the cc:mn01mess and importance of word.s.n26 A revision was 
published in 1931, 1'hich contained 20.,000 words, and the 1944 revision 
. tablllated a list of 30,000 wor<!l.s or those words "oc:eurring at least once per 
1,000,000 words.•27 
In 1926, Ernest lorn published A kl!lic Writipg Joca'bulaq: 101000 Words 
Most .~.17s~ in WritW derived frcm mat Hildreth calls "the most com-
prehensive eeunt ever made ot worc:1s used in adult writ1ng.n28 In the 
;.,000.,000 'WOJ"is tabulated frGm b11Siness correspencienee, Jlll11ltes and recoro, 
and letters of well.known writers, all proper names, all woNS of less than 
four letter4', &.lt.:4 a number of words amo11g the 1110st f~equent 1GB t.rere omitted, 
but the more CQ!llllon derived forms were tnelud.ed. IUG1reth. stated that Horn 
himself felt. th.at this list was not re,res,entative of adult correspondence · 
as it eontainedw.ritings of persons at the higher educational. levels.29 
'?he study made by- W. F. Jones ·and published in 1915, Concrete Investi-
gation of . the Jlaterial of ERglish Spellig, was the first comprehensive study 
made of word.a in children's ccmpositions. Jenes cla.j,med. to have found. only 
.) . . . 
4,532 different words in 15 million running words.30 Deleh makes the 
criticism of such a small total. of .words; "To show such a small total, the 
children must ba.ve been writing u.pon a verr limited number or subjects, 
26n,1ct._., pp. iii-v •. 
27. · BiTd.n L. Thorndike ancl Irrlng Lorge. The Teacher's Word. Book_ of 
301$©0 Wor4s., (N~ York Cit7: Bureau or Pllblications,. Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1944), Half' Title Page for Part I. .. 
2Sm.1c1.reth, ll.e.untarz School Journal. LI, 256 • 
. 29n,1c1.., 
'~ 
· ···· '"'3°'1iJ.dreth, Teaching Spelling, P• 132. · 
ll 
since other investigations ot children's writing have found three to four 
times as •111' different words as Jones did.u.31 
Another study of chil.dren•s compositions wa.s made in 1921 b7 W. F. 
Tidyman, to supplement the Ayres• list, who tabulated 538,500 running words 
in 58,000 spontaneous compositions written by children. He reported a list 
of 2,000 words, but; had to include m&ZJ1' words used bT only five children to 
find 3,000 wards in ad.dition to the Ayres' list.-32 
The Rinsland. stlldy' ot ehildren•s writing vocabularies was started in 
1936, "When the University- of Oklahoma. requested a grant of funds from the 
Works Projects .Aciudnjstra.tion of Oklahoma to carry bn an extensive, nation-
wide study of words written by children who are in Grades I to VIII • ." 33 
Rinsland•s reason for this extensive study' was that he felt that no study 
had 'been .mad.e ot children• s writing comparable to that which had been made 
ot atiul.ts• writing am that vocabula17 lists had. been made ~tram the 
studies ma.de by Thorndike and Mom which were primarily studies of adult 
c\In the Ri.nsland study, •two factors of sampling were involved:.tomake 
the ehildren•s writings obtained representative of the United states: (1) 
the first factor ha.ti to do with a cross...aeetion of all types of ·.schools; 
mm (2) the seconi factor had to do with a true cross-section 01"··a11 types 
or writing or ehildren.«35 In order to secure the material needed for study', 
letters were sent, to 1,500 selected. schools in all kinds of geographic, 
econem:ic, and sociaJ. areas; ruraJ. and ur~ schools; public, private and 
31Dolch, ep. cit., P• 2. 32ibid.., p. 5. 
33a.enry D. m.nsland., A Basic Vecabulary of m.ementar.y School Children, 
(.New York: The MacMillan Compa~, 1945), P• s. 
12 
training schools connected. with universities. The letters sent asked for 
original material. written by children before corrections .were mad.e: stories, . . 
poems, compositions, examiu.tion papers, articles for school papers an~ 
reports on various items • projects, trips, etc. The word list that was 
the result or this research "included 25,632 words, of which 14,571 words 
occurred three or more times, from a. count or 6,0l.2,359 running vrords. One 
of the tacts noticeable in this list, A Basic Vocabulaq of Elementary 
School Children, is the large number ot different words in ea.ch grade,"36 
which will be d.iscussea more fully in the section on grade placement. 
Greene's New Iowa Spelling Sea1.e1 n. d. gives information on the 
difficulty of 5,507 words derived from tests of 230,000 pupils th~hout 
the country. In each grade the percentages of accura.~e spelling were com-
puted for words that were spelled correctly by at least one-half of one 
per cent or the pupils who attempted the spelling of those words.37 
Basic Word Lists 
Nearly all of the school text.books in spelling have had lists of 
between 3,500 and 41 000 words. There are tvro~·suggested. reasons for the 
number: (l) there were 4,000 words in the list of words·tabulated from 
children's writing by w. F. Jones; and, (2) a possible reason is to supply' 
t.he "needs" for spelling lessons: twenty words a week in grades three 
through eight would make a total list of 4,000 words. 'l'his question of the 
4,000 commonest words, on which the different spellers did not agree, was 
- ' ,' 
finalzy examined by earl f. Wise. !Je ~ed twe~y well-known spel1ing 
3onu., . PP• 10-.1.l. 
37DJ.pb. c. sta.iger., "The Spelling ProblEm in High School.," 
Education, LXXVI (January., 1956), 284. 
~ooks, each claiming to include the 3,500 to 4,000 commonest words, and 
.t'ound a total o.flJ,641 different words.38 There were 884 words common to 
all o.f the lists which he examined • .39 
Derived lists, that is, alphabetized spelling-vocabulary lists based 
on co.miBbinations of origina1 word counts a.nd selections of words from other 
lists, or prepared by using other lists, have been prepared .from time to 
time by various authorities. The most important vocabularies are listed 
with dates and pertinent data: 
The Iowa Ashbaugh Spelling Scales 2 1922. Dr. Ashbaugh used the 
stud¥: made by W. w. Anderson in 1921 at the University of Iowa, 
which was based upon letters written by' adults in the State of 
Iowa arul brought to school by pupils in 2.3 towns and cities of 
Iowa. Ashbaugh determined the difficulty of words of high 
frequency by using them as tests in ordinary lists.40 
Washburne•s School Spellip,s Vee,a.l:)ulaa;1 l923. A list of 3,585 
words was derived from aclult correspomence, children•s composi-
tions, and the first edition of th~ !horndike .Word Book. Wash-
burne derived his list by including;all worcls in the first and 
second thousand words appearing in these three lists, plus any 
word appearing in all three of the third thousand. of the sources, 
which made an addi tiona1 386 words. 41. - ' 
The Bugkingham-Dolch Combined Word List, 1936. This list, which 
, ,contains 19,000 words, -is one of the longer a.nd more used lists 
as the source of school spelling lists. It was derived from a 
study of children• s word knowledge in addition to the frequency 
counts of adult writing mentioned earlier in this pa.par.42 
The list compiled by r. s. Breed 2 1930. This list of 3,481 words 
for elementary schoql pupils was ba.s,ed on el.even investigations 
of adult writing and five investigations of children•s theme 
writing, selected. entirely on the basis of frequency. 43 
'fhe Gates Word List 2 1937. In the introduction ~o A List of 
S . 1 . Difficulties in ·· ~.o Common We>rds Gates exp:Lained that 
the limitation to 3,87 words was arbitrary as this was the 
number of words chosen by those who make up the textbooks a.nd 
38Dolch, op. cit., p. j. 
39Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, P• 1.42. 
40rbid.., P• 129. 41Ibid.· 42:rbu • ., PP• 128-139. 
43Ibid., p. ]JO• 
spelling lists, and therefore mcludes the 3,876 words most fre-
quently taught in American classrooms. This list was derived 
from the nrds in twenty-five spelling tmbooks, and state and 
large city spe11ing lists.44 
In 1949 The Fitigeral.d Basic Life Spellipg Vocabulary for Child and 
Adult, consisting of 2,650 words, was compiled from numerous child and 
ad.ult writing vocabularies. «Every one of t:nese words is found in the 
McKee-Fitzgerald c~d vocabulary, and. in the Rinsland vocabulaey; all but 
ten are in Breed1 s compilation; all but twenty-two are in Bolch•s two 
thousand ccmm.onest words. 1145 Fitzgera.ld says that this basic list of words 
covers about 95 per cent of the running writing of no:nnal individuals but 
that it 'WOuld not be as useful for gifted indiviGiuals.46 
Bnmett A. Betts also made studies of the vocabulary of widely-used 
spellers. In the first study, published in 1948, he found S,645 different 
. 'I 
words, with an average of 3,763 WC>rds used in Grades ll through VIII. He 
f'ounci that the authors agreed on 543 words. In the second study made in 
1949, eight spellers published after 1940 were used, in which a total of 
8,652 words was found, with an average vocabulary for each speller of 3,716 
words and an agreement on 483 words.47 
"The Dolch Minimum List of 2,000 Words" was published in 1942 in 
Better Spellig. Dolch derived this list from a check of the canmonest 
words contamed in various vocabulary counts and word studies:. the Gates' 
44Arthv I. Gates, A!iet ef Spelling Dif!ic.w..tieEJ in ~876 Words. 
~ew York City: Bureau of ¥7!Iea.tlons Teachers Oellege, eer · 1.a tfilversit;y, 
1937), P• l. . 
4SJames A. Fitzgerald, The Teaching .of §mlliK, (Milwaukee: The Bruce 
Publishing Comp~, 1951), PP• 15-17. 
4°James A. Fitzgeiald, "The Selection of Words tor Spelling,"~ 
R.esourcetw. Teacher, V (New York City: Research Service Department of Silver 
Burdett Co., 1951), 13. 
47Hudreth, Tea.chi.pg Spelling, P• 143 .• 
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list made in l~.38; the Fitzgerald list made in 1934. of 2,106 -~ ~tten 
in letters by C!d.1-dren or Gra~es IV, V, VI; the Free Assoeiation Study made 
by Buclq.ngbam and Dolch in 1936 or 9,520 words written by 21,659 children 
·, {,_-
in Grad.es II through vm. The Gates• list of 2,500 wl'ds from twenty-five 
widely used spellers was checked with these other lists.48 Qolch says that 
his list of 2,000 word.a includes about "95 per cent of all the wrds written 
by the average person.n49 
In 1945, .Hildreth derived a list of approximately 5,000 words based 
on the total frequencies· of usage from the Ri.nsland list. In 1951, she 
published. a report ot a study comparing the timsland study with the cCB1.1D1.0n 
words of the Thorndike and Hom lists, the studies .•e by Betts, and the 
Dolch list. These comparisons showed that the majerity of the word.a in 
the lists sampled, except, the DOleh list, are not the words used by children 
when they write, that the words children us.e and the vocabulary used by 
adults in in.formal correspondence are not the same words, that a statement 
made that a given list contains the most frequent 2,000 or 3,000 words may 
or may not contain derived forms, proper names, abbreviations, and contrac-
tions.50 
For years, this contl"OV'ersy has continued conceming the best criterion 
tor the choo.ee ot words for the basic list. Some authorities insist the 
important. criterion is permanent value and others assert that the a.ll 
important criterion is immediate use by the child.. Some authorities contend. 
that a ffls)rd. show.d. be selected for spelling because it is useful in adult 
writing, ana others contend. it must be chosen principally because of its 
48i>o1cb., op. eit., PP• 10-12. 
··. 
49Ibid. • ., P• 257. 
50aildreth, The El.ementarz:.Scnool. Joumal, LI, 261-262. 
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importance in child writing. After a careful consideration or these two 
t\YJ)otheses· and an appraisal of the research that supplements them it seems 
that a central core of words with an overlap of child and adw.t vocabularies 
would help to solve the problem although there may not be an agreement 
upon the selection or some additional words outside the central eore.51 
A ccmpa.risen made by Fitzgerald of Horn's, .A De.$.ic Writing Voeabula.r,y, 
and Fitzgerald's hctoral Dissertation, The Voeabu.1.anz:, Spt?ll.ing Errors, 
and Situations of FQurth, Fifth and. Sixth Grade Chiluen' s Letters Written 
in Life Outside the School showed a core or 1,971 words in the overlap in 
the four thousand words most frequently written by adults and the three 
thousand most useful WC>rds of children's spontaneaus writing.52 
Frederick s. Breed in "Selection and Gradation of the Spelling 
Vocabular,y" wrote that if childhood was considered just as a preparation 
for adult life, then teach only the words used by a¢w.ts with the hope 
that they wuld be remembered until time to use them; but if childhood. is 
a pa.rt. of life and al.so a preparation for adult life, then both child werds 
and. words needed by adults should be taught.53 
.There is a trend today in the direction of teaching fewer words in 
the total elementary schoo1 voeabul.ary and teaching fewer words in each 
lesson. Several investigations have been made to show the importance of a 
relatively small list of basic words £or writing. As has been previously' 
mentioned, the Ayres list showed that relatively few words constitute the 
bulk of words used in writing; Dolch in his list of 2,000 words says that 
this list makes up <95 per cent of the writing vocabulary of the average 
adult; . ,investigations made by Hom indicated that the one hundred most used 
; words of adult writing and their repetitions made up about 59 per cent of the 
51n.tzgerala, the Resourceful Teacher, v·, 13. 
53ritzg e:ra.ld., The Tea.chine; of Spel.lillg, P• 5. 
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total runnimg 'Writing of a. sampling of 1.,000.,000 running words and the 
l., 000 most used words made up about 90 per cent· of all the total of the 
running wri.ting.54 These facts suggest that the spelling task for the 
school child is to learn the eommonest 2.,000-2.,500 ha.sic words, to learn how 
tp derive correct alternate forms of these words, and to locate correet 
spel 1 i ngs of . the less usual words for himself; then later on to learn special 
vocabularies needed in part,icular writing tasks. However comparative studies 
of the spelling vocabulary in widely adopted textbooks show lack of agreement 
in the woNls included., although the advertising material that is being pro-
duced toda.ylJJlml)s.:.a major point of mentioning the lists from which the words 
a.re selected. Hildreth gives the following reasons tor the lack of agreement 
\<' 
in the spe] 1 i ng lists: 
1. Differences in the bases of selection., that is, the word counts 
a.rut other sources used. 
2. Difference of opinion a.s to the forms of words to be included. 
3. According to Ayres• principle of word usage word lists that range 
beyond. the canmonest 2.,500 words cannot agree closely except by 
mere cha.nce.55 
A recent research study in developing a core vocabulacy in spelling 
was made by George c. Kyte and Virginia M. Neel of the University of 
Galifornia and was published in 1953. They used. Horn's list, A Basie Writ-
ing Vocabw.aty, and the Rinsland list. The core vocabulary d.eveloped con-
sists of a basic list of 501 words frG111 the following frequencies: 
1. 315 words from the 500 most ccmmonly ~ed. words in the Horn 
and tinsland lists. 
2. 55 ad.di tion.al words from among the first 300 words used in 
ehild.ren's writing. 
54Ibid • ., P• 12. 55Bildreth., Teaching Spelling., P• 144. 
1S 
3. 21 words from thef'ourth 100 words of children•s writing., 
a~ also occurring in the second 500 words of adults• 
writing. 
/+. 38 words oceurring in the first 500 words of adults• writing 
and in the second 500 words of children's writing and also 
in the first SOO words in one elementary schOC>l grade. 
5. 27 words occurring in the first 500 words in adults• writing 
and in the second 500 words in at least one elementary school. 
6. 45 words occurring in the first 3.30 words in adults• writing 
but. not6 .. in the first 1.,000 words in a.ey e1ementary school 
gra.de.5 
The authors' viewpoint is that this core vocabulary should make 
possible the learning of additional smaJ.l words because of the derivative 
word forms which appear in lists made from aElults• am children's vocabu-
laries. 
One of the areas in whiim little research has been made is tha.t of 
spelling errors, their persistence in the writing of children at different 
levels and whether or not these 1\!0rd.s are included in the basic lists. An 
early study of this ki.rui was made in 1913 by w. Franklin Jones, "Concrete 
Investigation of the Material of &iglish Spelling." He examined 75,000 
themes vrritten by children in Grades II-VIII. The four worst demons -
which, their, there., and separate - appeared. in the second grade list. In 
Jones• study he indicated that the words misspelled in the second and third , 
grade lists appeared a.gain and again in misspelling threughout the grades.57 
An investigation ma.de by Fitzgerald in 1932 of words mGst frequently missed. 
56Gearge e. Kyte and· Virginia :M. Neel, 11A Core Vocabulary of Spelling 
Words.," El.ementN7 .Sc.heol Journa.l., LIV (September, 1953)., 30. 
57James A. Fitzgerald., "Spelling Words Difficult for Children in 
Grades II-VI," EJ.ementm Seh<!>ol J0UI'T18,l, mI (December., 1952), 221. 
by children of tll e fourth., fifth., and sixth grade levels in life outside 
ot school, repo~eci 20.,142 spelling mistakes. From this list there were 
lists ot d.euns ot 100 wore.s for children ot Ora.Gies IV, v., and VI. A 
' \ 
eiueial. core voea'bulary was de,reloped tram research by Franeef! J • Brittain 
on sec;ond grade eldldren•s spelling mistakes and. the 100 aost frequently 
misspelled wrds detennined by Fitzgerald's r_esearch of mistakes made in 
thinl graa.e letters and from the errors .made in Grades lY, V, amt VI. Every 
one et these :words is in the Rinsland voeabulary. All but three of these 
demcn,-.re included in Bom•s,, A Basic WritiJJg Yocabw.a.rz. Fitzgerald 
'believes that the spelling words of persistent. difficulty throughout the 
grades should be included in the spelling program. The Jones• •e lmndreci 
demons am the Pitzgerald 222 speJ 1 iDg demons should be considered in 
making a selection of words for spel.ling and al.so tor the placement of words 
in grades.58 
Kost school spelling seriesmed previously to the present time 
selected their vocabularies tran similar sources anti thEV contained. about the 
same number of words., 3.,Soo-4,000., for G:ratte n through vm. The chief 
scientific sources of the speller lists have been the frequency counts ot 
wrds in printed matter., daily life writing of adults., cbildren•s school 
writing, cld.lciren' s intomaJ. writing., and various eomhinations of these 
sources as given in the lists ot word. frequency counts in a previ!us section 
of this paper. 
At the present time in the city-wicle required. or recommended. lists, 
anci. th.e state-adopted spelling cttrriculs lists, the voea'bulary bas been 
obtained trom s·pellers anal lists previo~ly pul>l.ished which have been 
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supplemented. with the best known scientific word-usage frequency counts, 
studies of word. difficulties, "demons," and the special vocabularies in 
school subject fieldso59 The nwnl>er ot words to be taught will depend 
upon the philosophy underlying the curriculum where the spelling text is 
used. If we 'believe in ehild-clevelopnent principles, the number of words 
to be taught must be adapted. to the abilities and needs of each child. U 
the methods used. in inStruction provide for integration or a core program., 
the list of words for direct drill will be shorter than-the list used in 
formal teaching of all subjects. If children in the elementary school can 
master 2100()..2,500 basic words, learn how to build other forms front them, 
and leam to use a dictionary, they will be able to add the necessary 
word.a to their vocabular;r.60 
Grade Placement 
Expel'ts in language teaching have been working for many- yea.rs in 
C'Gap:Uing a basic elementary school spelling vocabulary and assigning the 
words · to the various grades. The question then becanes: Are there any-
reliable guides as to the words to be taught in each school grade? Just as 
the nature of the elementary spelling vocabulary will depend. large]¥ upon 
the philoso}Xl1'underlying the planning of the curriculum so the philoeophy 
will .also .affect the placement of the words. "Gradation can have 1iwo mean-
ings with reference to the spell:i:ng vocabulary: (1) the sequential. order 
of presentation, and ( 2) standard. grade plaeement as in conventional 
5'9atldreth, Teaching Spelling, p. 127. 
'°Ruth-Strickland.., "Utilizing SpelJ:ing Research," Childhood.Education, 
DXII (Washington, D. c.: The Association for Gldl.dhood. Jtiucation · ' 
Intematioldl.., October., 1955), 72. 
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spellillg books.n61 Concerning placement in conventional. spelling books, 
Horn gives the criteria th.at have been used: spelling diffieul ty of the 
worcls; logieaJ. prine:ipl.es, including the cieveJ.opnent of phonetic generaliza-
tions and uie progressive bU:Udimg ef derived forms from base -words; the 
i.nlporta.nce of wards in adult writing; and the frequency of use in the 
lfl'iting of scnool children. 62 
Spelling difficulty at. one time was thought to be an important prin-
ciple in det~n;j_ng the grade pl.a.cement of word.s •. If wards are to be 
taught accel'flling to the child's needs,·however, some difficult words will 
be ne.ed.ed in the early grades. The same thiw.g is trae of the developnent 
of phonic abilities and the ability to build deriv$1 forms. The frequency 
with which we>rds are written by children in a given grade is now generally 
regarded as the pr.l.mary principle for the selectior,i of wards for that 
grade. 63 Hildreth also makes this point in se<11u.ential order of presenta-
tion: to teaeh the most cmun.only used words 1:>.ef 0:re the less cemmon words. 
The second criterion for grade pl.a.cement of spellingwords, according to 
Hildreth, is lea.ming difficulty.64 Several authorities have reported the 
median grade placement of words in widely used spellers as a basis for 
arriving at grade placement. These studies, which include investigations 
ma.de by Betts, Gates, Buek:i:ogham and. Dolch, am. the New York State list 
which was prepa.rea under the direction of :Fitzgerald serve as guides to 
61Hilareth, T~cm.g s,e1..1µm, P• 157. 
· l>2~est Horn, T.e.acbipg .Spelling, Department of atassroom Teachers 
American Eiucational Research Association of the National Fduca.tion 
Associatien N0 • .3, (lla.shington, 1. c; •. ;' National Education Association, 
January, 1954), PP• 6-7. . 
64BiJ.dreth, Teaehipg Spelling, P• 158. 
i 
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"nol'llla.tive grade placement · fer the el'em.entary seb.eal. pepulation as · a ?hole." 65 
: Horn. suggests that each grade, from. &!"a.de I;~ Grade VI, select 
the wrds most frequently ud in that grade that are ot hi.gn permanent 
value-regardless of their difficu1ty; then select ether words that have not 
been taught in earlier grades; and review the words which st.ill seem to be 
dif'tieult. Then in Gra.cles VII and VIII include, in addition to the sam.e 
·-
type et selectiens made in lower grades, also d.it.ficul.t words of high fre-
queneyin &tult writing, even though _they ma7 be ued seldom in these'grades. 
Hom criticizes the plan of limiting the study- of spelling nrds mainly 
pert.aining te.various units 8.DQ activities, as some of these words mq neYer 
. ' . 
be used in later years .• 66 Foran says that it is easy to earr;v ·the principle 
of child.ren•s interest to extremes, and it is always neeessary- to supplement 
such a methocl. b7 other bases in grading words. Im. addition, this m.ethocl 
-
may introduce son,.e, words permatvely. and this 11ma7 resllilt in. a eons.iderable 
degree or forgetting 'before general use provides Sttftieient practice t!) 
enable them to be retainea.n67 
r:·:Jlildret)lstates .four factors to explain 'wb;r spel.ling,\'fOrd..,,lifts, from 
. . 
which the authors of speialng texts have s~leeted. tble vocabulary, ' are not 
valid.: 
· l,. -The eonstruetien ot _,.lling lists and. the wbele treatment o!,, 
spelling in the schools has bome little relatien to word 
usage in ehildrer.i•s writimg as a criterion of word selection. 
\ 
2. Although textbook authors agree on the criteria tor grade 
·p1.a.eement# books.~ common ue shew a w.1.cie range et grade 
pl~emeat £or the same word.a as shown in studies ma.de, 'by' ·· 
Betts:, hekingham. and Dolell. · 
:,. Grad.e placement of words in the entire spelling voca.bul.aiy 
is Cl>tll.1 .. an administrative dmce. The placement of eaeh word 
. 65:n,ich .. P• : 161. 
. '1)';-, 
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at just one grade level assumes that words are permanently 
leamed with brief practice which is not borne out by 
evidence.. · 
4. The fixed grade placement of words is inconsistent , with 
variability of papUs of similar age and experiences in 
learning ~ spell.. tJnifom lists im.pl,y that all tie words 
mu.st. be leamed at the same rate, by f!Nery ehil.C:!.. · · . 
All teachers do not agree that the graded speller, as a means of select-
ing words to be learned by pupils, is the answer to the problem. of word. selec-
tion by grades. Miriam. Howell f cnnd that children, in their writing, use 
m&t11' of the words listed in vocabulary lists for grades below and· above them; 
they use more word.a than in the bpic word. lists; they· tend. to have a :tar more 
.. 
favorable attitude toward spell.ing and writing \'lllen they start with ~ences 
wbieh stimulate them to write; and their writing vocabularies are largely 
individ:ueJ.. Her conclusion is that children's individual. nead.s require an 
individualized spelling program.69 Charles s. loss says: 
Spelling must be-indiviclualized. -if the chief aim of speU:i.ng ins~ruc-
tion is fer the child te develop permanent a.bili ty to spell words 
correctly. In the spelling program real study' ~- p~ctice must be 
lievoted to eack ehilEJ.•s spell.ing dit'fieul.ties with continued emphasis 
on word analysis, dictionary skill&..,.and other elements which have been 
proved effective in the·el&ssrooJJl.70 
Some teachers, hG1Mever, feel that the teaching of s:p.elling can become 
w:>individualized.. Lawrence Deacon, in an unpublished. cloctor•s thesis, 
conducted an experiment te compare the effectiveness of the word list system· 
of teaching spelling with a system employing only the werd.s neede4. by an 
68Bil~eth, Teaehig ·"-' PP• 144-.1.45 • 
. _&9Jariam Howell; "Spelling Through Written Expression, n EJ.ementa.:cy: 
School Jolll"l\8.l, LII (December, 1951), 207-213. . · .·· 
·. . 70Qba.rles s. .;~s, "Using Words ¥ An Approach to Language, n 
The Resoureetld Teacher, V (Rew York: $ilver Buri.ett CoJD.P&tlY, 1951), 10-11. 
individual in his writing. His :findings relative to individual. gains in 
achievem.ent in · the experiment indicate that children using the word list 
system of instructien in spelling show signif'icantl:, greater gains in 
reading, spelling tests, and in accurate spelling experiences in story 
writing. It seElllS that individualizing a spelling system. 'based on the worcis 
. that a ebild needs ,vould. be of maxima benefit te every- persm concerned. 
However, Deacon makes this point, that those people who favor this method. 
of instruction fail to realize that the child ma.:, forget how to spell a 
word. that he has leamed. In addition, the words that each child leams as 
he nee<:ls them ma:, limit his 11st as well as the richness of bis vocabulary. 
The teacher may be unable to spend enough time with ea.ch indi."ridual child 
to ad.eq11ately'. teach the skills in building the list, and the child. ma:, be 
inelined · to be lazy or careless in the matter. Since , the experiment shows 
a clear s11periority in read.i.ng and spelling resw.:ts for the word. list method, 
Deacon eoneludes t.hat. this method appears to be the · mol'.'e suitable of the two 
methods. in his compa.rism. Some strong features of the word list method seem 
to be the follm.mg: 
l. The materials include wr<ls that are pa.rt of th.e 11 (;)()0 m,ost 
commonly used words f0lllld in children's and ad.u.1.ts• writing 
which aecoun.t for 90 per cent of all words used in their 
writing. 
· 2. As the "ladder" is extended for the l1J)per grad.es, it is built 
of some .3, 76'; werds and aee01m.ts f'er <9S er '9o per cent of words 
used. by children and. adults in their writing. It is then 
evident that though an individual ma:, not know what some of 
· the worts m~, · and in ~ eases is ,ma.l!>J.e te recognize the 
word in printing at the beginnimg ot a lesson, some words, 
it not a1.l, become part of the child's reading and writing 
vocabulary. 71 · . 
It is import.am to rem.ember that it is impos,sible to teach aJ.l of the 
words lthieh children need. in their writing, mu.ea less aJ.l worcts needed when 
. 711,awrence. Dea. eon, " ..The T. eaching of' Spall~.· Can Become . Too 
Individualized,". F.d.ucation, LXXVI (January, 1956), 301-3()2. 
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they beceme adults. The spelling lessons in &rf3" gra.cle there.fore are restricted 
to words of high importance. Ueing the spelling list method does not mean 
that spelling is restricted to the basic list or what is tatJght in a period 
specifically devotee. to teaching spelling. In comparisons as the one that 
Dea.con has made, we need to see that the "ladder" built by each individual 
can. supplement the "lacider' built by the list ot wor4s. Spaclae states his 
view in this manner: 
The modern seheol st.resses individualization of spelling instruction 
to meet each cbild.•s writing situatiom. In so tar as possible, each 
ehild. is helped. to learn to spell correctly te the best of his 
ability, those mrds he wants to use in communicating w.ith others. 
Indiscriminate learning of the same long lists·ef werds by all 
papil.s is d.efinitely on the wane •. A core vocabulary of words ttiiat, .. . 
are 11$:ehl and of pemanent value tor most pupils· will e·ertailll.i be 
taught but this is .<$Ly the center · of the· spelling VC>cabulary from 
which his spelling needs and interests will rad.iate. 72 . 
Kost authorities agree that more at.tention to a basic list is desirable, 
b,xt, that eomidera.tion should be given to cbildren•s everyday needs of spell-
ing in writing. The statements from 11Trends in Teaehingn7.3 appear to .be the 
agl"eement of several studies in research on this prob1an of teaching lists 
and indiviclualized spelling. Some of these trends a.re quoted: 
' 
1. Spelling lists fer the elementary school have been reduced. to the 
2.,()()0 to .3.,500 words most frequently used in writing by children 
and adults. 
2. Spelling lists are more frequently used. for inventory parposes 
as well ai, for direet teaching. Thq are used. to measure a 
pu.p:ll • s spelling ability, to discover his spelling errors and. 
uncertainties and to locate his spelling neetis • 
.3. Individual spelling lists supplement grade lists. These lists 
consiSt 0r the words which individual pu.pils wish to use in 
72&'p&che, B:1U:cat1on, LXXVI, 298-299. 
7'w:i.sconsin Cooperative. Ed:acational. Pl.a.nning Program, "Trends in Teach-
ing.,·" Spe.11:ing in the t,anguge Arts Progra.m, Curriculum lihllletin·M (Madison, 
Wisconsin: Wisconsin Cooperative :&:iuca.tion Planning Program., May, 194<J)., 
pp. 6-7. . 
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writing situations. 
4. In the upper grades more time is devoted to individual 
study. 
5. The need for carefully directed instruction is CCIDD!Gnly 
accepted althougll a few children leam man;r words through 
reading and writing in meaningful sit'11B.tions. 
6. Greater stress is placed on techniques of stuGly and on the 
particular technique best suited to each individual. 74 
Further consideration of the subject of grade placement, then, must 
include the provision for the individuaJ. needs of pupils in a. spelling class. 
Suggestions have been mad.e to include books on at least three levels in any 
given class being selected by spelling age rather than by grade placement. 
Spelling lists, activities, and standards should be differentiated to meet 
the spelling needs of slow pupils who will do little writing and use a meager 
vocabulary arui of gifted pupils who should express themselves extensively 
through writing. 
A truly functienal word list, then, will inell.ude WONS that have been 
r 
selected by criteria upon which research ha.s been made for the basic core, 
the most difficult words at ,each grade level should be reviewed the follow-
ing year, provision should be made for the enrichment of the word list by 
the additional words needed by the individ.ual. A good pr0gram. must present 
to the child wor<ls for writing when he needs them as he aevelops from grade 
to grade. 'lo make sure that correct spelling carries over into written 
work in other fields, a great deal of experience in using words in context 
' 
should be provided.. The fact that children learn to spell man.v words out-
side the spelling class points to the need of coordinating instruction in 
spelling periods with the developnent of spelling ability in other activities. 
27 
Hom makes this conclusion for basic evidence in the selection of words: 
For each vrord which might reasonably be considered r or inclusion 
in the spelling curriculum, we have evidence, dependable for all 
practical. purposes, regarding its frequency of use in adult 
writing, its frequency of use in the writing done by children both 
· in and out of schoel, its frequency in reading done by:.adults and 
older children, and its difficulty, grade by grade. Jli.dgments ma.7 
vaey as to the significanee of these various types of data, but aJ.l 
judpents show.a. be ma.de on the basis of established facts. 75 
75Horn, op. cit., P• 5o 
OH.APTER ll 
SPU,I,ING IN THE SCHOOL PROGRAX 
Why We Teach Spelling 
Correct spelling is too import.ant in life to leave its attainment to 
chance or to incidental. learning. The advantages of good spelling ability 
and. the <lisadvantages of poor spelling ability call tor careful planning 
for helping papils to spell correctly. 11Spellimg is a pa.rt. of life, a skill 
'Which, if' properly mastered., facilitates written eJC.Fession an.d makes living 
more pleasant and more ad.equate.»76 SpelJing is a ·subject which needs to 
be taught just,as do the subjects of reading and. arithmetic. How well cbild.ren 
learn to spell is affected ·by' ma.ey- factors correlated. te growth, to motives 
and interests, as wel1as what is done in reading, in written composition, 
. in handwriting, in speaking, and in ~• devoted speei!ieally to direct 
instruction in spe].].ing. Some important reasons why we teach spelling are: 
1. Spelling is an import.ant tool of literacy. 'i'o be able to spell 
readi:cy' and quickly the "WOrds canmonl.y needed in writing contributes to 
communication and the development of lillguistic powers. 
2. Spel.l.ing contributes to the ability to prenoumce words correctly 
and. distinet17, whieh marics the e4ueateci persm. "Scientific investigation 
bas shown that CJV'er twenty-two per cent of errors in spelling are due to r 
ca.reles.s and. inaccurate pronuneiation..n77 
76Pi.tzgerald, The Teaching of Spelling, P• 1. 
77'BJ,se Wickey and May :s. La.mbader, 'leachin& Notes for Goals In 
Spelling, (St. Leuis:. Webster Publishing eo-., n. a.), P• 2o 
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3. Spelling ma.y be a means of acquiring word meanings and a vocabulary 
which develops ease of self-expression. Dolch says that knowledge or vrord 
meanings i.s a direct aid to spelling and "constitutes in itself quite an 
eduea.tion. n78 
4. The technique of learnirlg how to spell the woris in the basic list 
w.Ul. help d.evelop a "method of stu.d.ying and attacking new wonis that will be 
ot help in all school subjects and life outside the schoo1.n79 As it is 
necessary for children to spell correctly a basic list of m,rds and know their 
meanings, it is al.so necessary for cWdren to use these words in other situa-
tions. 
5. Spelling is a contribution to the growth of elaildren. Uif we 
consi<ier edll.ea.ti0n, in schoel, as primarily an epenimg af Eleors and. not a 
pigemm0Iing or information or the acquiring of a limited number of specif"ic 
skill;s ,n80 then, by' emphasis on correct spelling of the various forms of 
wonts, the meanings of words, attention to ina.i:rld.u.al differences, and. 
techniques used to develop a nspelling _pc,wer," &pelling can become a vital 
i:art of the curriculum. "If: all of these are rec0g,nized as necessary 
' , 
elements of the spelling program, these learning e:xip~e:Ja.ces will contribute 
to the growth in personalit:y of the child.11 BWington continues this theme 
in "Spelling and. ehild Grewtlu"_ 
In the field of spelling there is eJVery oppe.rtunity to capture the 
imagination of the child and. to keep his in'\i,erest. an.cd at the same 
t.ime to. help him develop highly necessary sWJJ,s in eammunieation. 
• • • The child <:foes mot inkerit '18.llgWl.ge at ·, h1irth, but he does 
inherit th.e ability to aeqw.re understandhl,g of language and skill 
in using it. A.Ed he also illherit!S an almost. 1n,J1ro1ted opportunit:y 
to develop eonstantly inereasing finesse in the use o! words which 
78no1eh, Better Spelling, P• 114• 
79fdeke;y anGi Lambader, op. cit., P• 3 •. 
80--.L.illia.n E. Billington, "Spelling and ehild -Growth, u The Resoureetu1 
Teacher, V (New Yerk: Silver Burdett &, Co., 195l), 3. 
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are the basic units of language. 81 
6. Awareness of correct spelling .is a socia1 asset in the sense that· 
it gives the inilvidual. a sense of self-assurance and security from 
Embarrassment in his communication as well as a vocational tool of high 
importance. 11It is important that children leam to feel a sense or obliga-
tion to conto:rm in spelling, because doing so is a matter of canmon courtesy 
to the people who will read what has been writte~:82 
The significance of words'in the basic vocabulary in teaching spelling 
has, through research, had an effect on spelling in th,e curriculum and al.so 
had an effect on the curriculum in general. An evaluation of the words 
listed. in these research studies will assist the ourriculum builder in 
determining the most useful words for writing. '.l'he werds selected for 
spelling must n.ot be chosen just because they have been found in word lists, 
unless the purpose of the studies had this for its ma.in eoncem, for every 
individual has not one, but has several vocabularies. Strickland lists the 
types of vocabularies: 
1. Understanding wca.bulary, which includes the wo:ras an 
individual recognizes and comprehends tnroughlistening, and 
the mrds an individual recognizes and eomprehencls through 
reading. 
2. Speaking vocabulary., which includes the in.formal words used 
in the _process of every day 1i vi.ng, and the ,f om.al words that 
the individual mderstands and can draw upem vmen the 
occasion ealJ.s for them. 
J. Writing vocabulary, which includes tbe informal words used 
-in personal cerrespomdenee, notes and mem0,ra.aa:a., am personal 
diaries, and the words used in more formal correspondence. 
4. Potential, or marginal vocabulary, which includes the words 
which coulcl be interpreted from context,.and the words which 
could be interpreted because of knowledge of word torm 
82Ruth strickla:rui, Tae Lapgu.ag~ Arts in the Elementa:rz School, 
(Boston: D. e. Heath and Compa.I!y', 1951), p. 213. 
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(prefixes, suffixes, roots) and because of knowledge of 
other l.anguages.83 
strickland says that "the mp.stio level on which an individual 
operates not only colors but also shapes the contours 0£ his wholelife.n84 
It is for this reason that teachers try to help each child reach as high a 
level of operation as he can. 
Spelling In The La.nguage Arts. Program 
Spel.lirlg innuences and is affected. b7 the experiences and abilities 
which comprise the language arts program in the school. Good spelling 
ha.bits are essential for effective communication through writing, a phase 
of the total language ans program which includes listerd.ng, speaking, read-
ing and writing. Betts s~s that the 0 eviaence :inelieates that language 
d.evelopment takes place in an orderly sequence. 0 85 le lists this sequence 
b7 stages: experience, which includes seeing, hearing, feeling and other 
processes, through which the child acquires the prerequisites tor language; 
hearig comprehension, the second stage of language development 'When the 
child differentiates between the speech noise~; speech production, when the 
ehild lea.ms to make use of speech sounds as a means of communicating with 
others; reading, when the child is initiated into a means of cormmmication 
even more abstract than speech sound.a., the visual symbols; writing., in which 
stage the child uses the visual.. symbols for cGl'DIB1:1lrl.cating with others. In 
developing writing skills and abilities, spelling is only one of the 
language problems confronting the child. When he is ready for systematic 
writing and spelling, he will have acquired. a speaking vocabulary of about 
8"it-- 84 .;,.1,;oid • ., P• 182. · Ibid., P• 213. 
85!)Dmett Albert Betts., Foundationsof lea.ding Instruction. 
(New York: American Book co., 1950), Po 6. 
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five thousand words and a reading vocabulary of at least three or four 
U-Wlcb.$,4 words. 86 
In spelling, as in reading, writing., speald.mg, and listening, the 
role of ~eaning is important. Also, all of the language activities are 
influenced by the hearing of words speken b7 others and. by the pupil I s own 
pronuneiatian. "A TtOrd improperly pronounced. is more likely to be mis-
spelled, misread, misunderstood when heard, and more diff'icul t to leam 
correctly £or any use.n87 We need to understand the relationships that 
exist among all of the language arts ane:i develop an integratee:i program. so 
that we can impn,ve the teaching of spelling by using the t.echni(lues in 
all of the areas of the language arts. 
El.ea.nor J,t. Johnson agrees with Gates that "proficiency in the various 
areas of the language arts, handwriting skills, methods of teaching, and 
other items infiuence the ability to spe11.u88 She states that the two 
key factors in spelling success are meanings and. word structure patterns 
'Which are camnon to several of' the language arts areas. All of the language 
arts are related through vocabulary and the implications of this for spell-
ing are to give rich experiences in all areas of the language arts, and 
grewth in meaningful vocabulary will take pl.ace. In a summary of 140 
studies with implications for spelling disability, Spaelae concluded that 
"vocabulary knowledge is a more significant detemina.nt of spelling success 
than intelligence, particularly in the first five grades." "He aiso found 
8"-... ~., PP• 6-C). 
t; -
~Arthur I. Gates, "Developing the B!a,sie Spelling Techniques in 
the Language Ans Program," :&i.uea.tien, LXXVI (January, 1956), 275. 
88m.~or M. Jolmso:n, "Two Key Factors in Spelling Success,., 
Eiueation. LXXVI (January, 19.5(,), 271. 
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"that a lew meaning vocabulary is more likely to be a cause of spelling 
difficulty than is.low reading abiJ.ity.n89 
Kost authorities in the fields of spelling and. in the language arts 
agree that there are large eentributions mad.e to spelling by the other 
" 
language arts. Some of their views are stated in the following paragraphs. 
LearniM to. Spell Through Reading. There is a close relationship · 
between learning to read and learning to spell. "People who have worked 
with disabled readers have found that poor readers'tend to be even poorer 
spell.ers.n90 Correlations which have been reported between spelling and 
reading are riearly as high as those which have been reported between 
intelligence and reading. "Few persons who are excellent readers are poor 
spellers and felJ, if a.t'\V', poor readers are good spellers,n91 Reaciing helps 
child.ran to expand and deepen their fund of meanings r or werds. Th~ e1&&.ier 
words to learn, both in reading and in spelling, a,re those which have een-
crete meaning, and a diff'ieul t mrd. will be easier leamea if' it holds great 
interest for the child.· striekland does not agree wits the suggestion that 
children should learn to spell new words when they are met in reading. 
Many words 'Which children learn to read will nave little or no use in writ-
ing in school or later, although some of the words which appear most fre-
quently in reading a.re words common enough to be used in writing. 
Ma.n;r spelling demons are among the words repea.t:ecdiy met in reading. 
It abbreviations, proper names, and derived forms not reported by 
Thorndike are omitted, all but nine of the]!(i)'@ weirds-which, 
according to Fitzgerald, are most frequ.entlymi.sspelled in Grade 
II-VI are among the 1,000 worus of ~:hest treque~q in reading.92 
. . . 
Horii also disagrees with the suggefJ\iicm of taking time to spell new 
.- ·~.-./ .  Geq~. e. Spa.c .. he, uspe.Uing. · .· Di .. ·· sability,• Jonin,al. ef Mucational 
Besearch9 mI;V {April, 1941), 545. · ·:· · · 
90strickJ.and, Childhe8:(i Mu.e.a~~e, mu, 7.01 •. 
91Hom, Teaehing Spelling, PP• 10-llo' 92:a.d. 
words when met in reading. In addition to the same critieism given by 
strickl.a.nd, he mak~ the criticism that this method would. be detrimenteJ. to 
the cdevelopaent of good reading habits. He ·believes that the .contributions 
of reading to spel.l;ing are the "cievelopnent of auxiliary' habits as the use 
or the dictionary, improvement of pronunciation through oreJ. reading, and 
the ability to associate letters with SC>1B1ds.n93 
\fiJliam. Kottmey-er., Director ef the leading Clinic., st. Lollis Public 
Scheols., makes the point that 'there is some evidence to show that children 
can be given greater cGpetence.in both spelling and reacling when the.r can 
see the relatienships in reading '-d spelling. In anal.7zing the skills in 
both he sqs that the "look and say" method of tea.ehing word-recognition is, 
useful in rea4:ing but the child cannot d.epend entirel.7 ~pon. this word 
recognition skill as an a.id in spelling. But there a.re some skills taught 
in reading as the seund-blending techniques and. syllabication, which will be 
' 
useful to the child in spelling. There are some sound-blending sounds that 
are more useful in spelling than others., as the beginning and ending sounds. 
But the child. needs more than these sounds; to get an effective power in 
spelling he needs to know the vewel sounds and their classifications and he 
needs them in reading to develop his word recognitien skills. In spelling 
the need for accurate association of symbols and seuruis is greater than _in 
reading. In recognizing words in reading, eenfiguratien·a.nd. context clues 
can·be used and the premunciation can be approxi.m.a.ted, then the word can be 
gaesse<i if·· the approximation is close enough. In spelling this technique 
will not wrlc; an approximation does not work and one mistake makes the 
spelling all wrong. · Kottmeyer then concludes: 
If ehilciren are taught in spelling to listen ter the seund 
element in words and it th 63' are taught . the common visual 
3S 
representations which stands for those sollllds, they develep a 
useful power beyond visual memory to guide their spelling. 
word reeogni tion skills can be taught more appropriately and 
. eff eeti vel.y during sp>e].ling instruction than during read.img 
activity. In st1!ldy.ing spelling, min1llte scrutiny of' word part.a 
is d.esirable hut in reaciing we are after mea.n:ing.94 
One of the objections that is matie. to teaching phonies in teaching 
spelling and word recognition skills is that the English language is not 
phonetic so the lea.ming of auditory-visual relationships is not only use-
less, but is eonf'using and leads to spelling errors. Al though the use of 
phonics in the teaching of spelling will be discussed as an aid in teaching 
spelling, a smma.17 is made here of the views of seme of the authorities in 
readirlg2ani spelling fer the reason that tb.e problem er whether to teach or 
not to teach·pb.em.cs pertains to both spelling and. reading. This summary 
is not a complete one so no generalizations can be m.&Eie. The statements 
ma.de are views exp~sed in some of the reterene.es stud.ied. in writing this 
paper. 
Betts says that an utesirable phonies program 1a reading is the 
teaching of' phonics as the chief' a.ii to word· recognition., 'by d.rill on 
isolated words, by drill on the blending of phonograms into words and that 
it has no plaee in the reaciing pregram. A d.esirable pregram in phonics is 
one in which phonics is "only one a.id to W<i>rd. reeegnition and that phonics 
instru.etion is given when needs arise in reading situatiens.•95 -He also 
says that "one way to cemfuse children in spelling is to teach the cbil.tl to 
spell wo~s by isolated. S0Wlds., drill him on cert.a.in sounds so that he ;w.i.11 
write what he hears and then misspell the werd.1196 
, 
94wiu.1am iottm.eyer., en The Belati .. ip or Skills in Beading and Spell-
ing, (St. Louis: Webster fll\,lishimg Company., n. ·a.)., PP• 3-5. 
9Ssetts, Feuaationa ~t BeafiM Inst~etion, pp. 614-615. 
9'mnmett Albert ,etts, "What About Spelling?" Biluea.tion, LXXVI 
(January, 1956), 311. 
Belch, according to Betts., has expressed. his views on the teaching of 
phonics in these words: 
Phonics have a recognized. place in the teaching of reading. 
Despite many complaints about the ineffective teaching of phonics., 
tare is eGJDmon agreement that the child who camtot sound out new 
Wt>rds is na.ndieappea in a:ny independent readi.ng.97 
In Better Spelling in a summary of how the spelling period. is to be 
used., Deleh has the following to say: 
The step 0f cheeking the sound w.i th the letters is the mo:st important 
one in spelling analysis. First., phonics as us'ed in reading are used 
to see whether the letters would tell a reader the correct sound of 
the word., then phonics used in spelling a.re tried to check whether 
this process can be reversed., that is, whether the sound will tell the 
letters.98 
Gates., according to Betts, thinks that phonetic training should have 
a place in the modem reacling program, as one of several useful devices of 
developing independent word recognition. Gates., himself, says: - "Spelling., 
reading, speald.ng., and hearing words are all dependent upon the child's 
phonic skills and phonics becomes a problem in every ~rea.n99 Paul Witty, 
as interpreted by Betts, would "in reading or in spelling., in the case of 
children experiencing failure or great difficulty., use phonies judiciously.nlOO 
Foran states his views of the problem. There have been several 
stuElies of the phonetic nature of the Blglish language but these 
studies can be accepted only with reservations., for the spelling 
vocabulary of the elementary school constitutes but a small 
fraction of the t.otal number of words in Blglisn.101 
Hom discusses the sul:>ject of phonics in "Phonics in Relation to Spelling 
in which he makes th.e following points: 
1. :aost of the early research on teaching phonics was planned. to 
. . ' . . 
97Betts., Foundations of Reading· Instruction, ••: 615. 
. , . - ~ ' , . . 
9~olch, .~p.~it • .,, P• 168. , 99Gates., JMucation., LXXVI., 275. 
_:;. '""'i:'"7·-"'·-:,,F-- - . ;. •· s ·- • ~"f'f "" . ./" .. \;,, i -
.. 100s.etts ~ ~!~~;~~!~~'~:-~~-~~r.u~~;~~'- p •. 615. 
101Fo:r'8.ll., Tne -P.1?5helogz awl Teaeh¥l!i . of Spell igg, P• 127. 
~~---~~ .,. ,.., ·-,;:. ,.; . .,. · .. ,, .. _.· - - -- . --~._, ... , "'·. ,,.. - . ,- - . - -.- ._,·,:c·,·:·· .. _ - ._ ·., 
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discwer its effect upon reading. 
2. Recently there has been a growing interest in the possibility 
that teaching sound-toQletter relationships might contribute 
to the i$},rovement of spelling ability. -
:,. Even though the evidence is meager on same important matters, 
it seems to justify considerable emphasis upon phonics. 
4. Instruction in phonics should be regarded as an aid to spelling 
rather than as a substitute for the systematic st~ of the 
words in the spelling list.102 . 
Fitzgerald says that the question of phonics is a tJ"C>ublesome one and 
even though some research indicates that some phonics should be taught as an 
aid to pronunciation of words and as a help in spelling, liie commits himself 
to this statement only: 
Al though drills on large tami.lies of words are not thought to be 
so necessary, the child. should be taught common JRGBGgrams and some 
consonant sounds so that he~ begin to attack the pronunciation 
of wonts independent1y0 103 · 
Strickland says that research has ea.lled attention to the limitation 
of phenics, rather than to indicate its values in lea.ming to spell. She 
' ' 
feels that it does have yalue at some points, but says·tha.t "most of children's 
misspellings when they write stories and letters are phometie. The word is 
spelled as it so'lmd.s to the child, without regard to eGnventiona.l spelling 
requirements .nl04 
Hildreth• s view favors the use of pheniee in teaching spelling accord- ' 
ing to the following.statements: 
Repeated oral and auditor;r experience nth werds· sensitizes the child 
to the recurring letter-sound relationships that are the basis of 
correct spelling. Work in J'X'lOnies sharpens bt.iitn auaitor;r and visual 
discrimination which aid the child's reasoning ability in trying to 
10211:om, Gp. cit., p. 24. 
103ritzgera.ld, The Teaching of §pellins, pp. 114-115. 
104strickland, Childhood Jtiucation, DX.II, -,75. 
spell new W8rds. Practice in pronoUlleing and eeunding 1¥0rcls 
benefits both read.ing and spell1ng.105 
' Knowleelge ot phonies is an indispensable a.id to ad:vaneing spelling, 
both in reealling the S]i>$l1ing of pra:etic~~.~~~~ and in writing 
other unpractided WQN.S imlependent~. The phonetic techniques 
that aid spelJimg are learming the eanmonest l.etter scnmd.s, 
id.entifying phonegra.ms, giving the letter equiva'l.ents for eC1DD1on 
sounds, pronouneimg wrds distinct~ arui e·erre.e,tly, and syllabi-
cating. . Accor. ciim!: to Dolch simple letter phonies help more tnan 
· 106>- · a.ivthing else. . . 
Kottm.eyer•s opinion is that deviations frGlll regular phonetic patterns 
d.o not mean that the· teaching ot phonies in spellimg is useless. Pora 
child to spell "phoneticallyft the meaning, aceoriing t.o ICatt.meyer, is fer 
~he child to scrutinize the word he wishes to spell SD.d he e>bserves that it 
is spelled. as it shew.d. be spelled., bat if the wo~- .. dErVi.ates from. the regular 
phon.etie pattern he notiees the deviation. Me alS~l ijJ>eaks ot looking at the 
word discriminatingly by which be means that the .c}dJ.Gl . ~bserves the agree-
ment with, or deviation mm, geneJ:"aliza.tion. of ~~etie FUes. · Kottm.eyer•s 
belief is that it ehilc!lren are taught to look cils~,d,m~,R~timg].y at words., they 
will strengthen their spelling skills wherever tl\:ey leolc at print symbols £or 
ar,y pm-pose. · His conclusion is "ther~ is sane evi<ieJaee to show that we can 
give children. greater eom.petenee in both spell.iJlg .«!,ad :reading when we make 
\ . 
tile relatiemships of similar skill clusters more apparent~nlE>7 
.LealiJiH to 1:nl;L !lu-eup Written Work. • • • .••Spelling is an . in-
separable pa.rt, ot written language anci the spelling et worcls must conform to 
common pra.etiee it the written material is te be read with ease and the 
assurance ef eorreet interpretatiem,"188 is Rut!\ $trickland•s thought about 
l05nl.4reth, Teaching Sp!ilJ.nti, P• llO. 
l06Ibido -
107Kettmeyer, op. cit., P• 6. 
108strickla.nd, The tan,;•ge Arts· in the EJ.9Q1entar, Seb0<>l., P• Zl.2. 
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the potential contributions of written work to spellng. The teaching of 
spelling, then, becomes the responsibility of every teacher and will be well 
taught only when every teacher recognizes it is a part of every teacher• s 
work in all classes where al'\V written work is done. The more use that the 
child makes in his writing of the words he is learning to spell, the more 
quickly he achieves mastery. In the same manner, the greater interest that 
the child. has., the more attention he will give to the mastery of spelling, 
and the. more clesely his writing in school resembles the writing that he 
' 
does am:ci see3others do outside of school, he will be more apt to master the 
words that he needs. 
Sometimes the criticism is made that the words tl:lat children need in 
their written work are not the words in the ba.sie spelling list for their 
grade. This criticism is partly justified d.u.e t0 tbe same reasons that 
Hildreth gives in questioning the validity of conventional. spelling lists; two 
of these reasons b~ing due to the sampling of wort!ls ·ased in constructing the 
list and the criteria used fer grade p].acement.109 ether words are needed 
but these ad.ditienal wore.a will vary from pupil te puJ>il·s.nd some will have 
only transient value. Strickland. lists three eateg(!)rles into which the werds 
in children's study lists fall: 
l. Tke wara.s all ehildren need to learn as· they ·pregress through 
the graa.es; these can be found in the best <>f the recent text.-
bo<i>ks. · 
2. The words children use in writing material of local or current 
interest; some of these words will be copied from the boa.rd 
but not necessarily learned. 
3. The words that are important for incli.vidu.a.l children to learn 
•••• ., and words that are required·by the child•s individual 
interests.110 
109Hildreth, TeaeJ':¥i.g Spelling, P• 144. 
llOstrickl.and, The Language Arts in t~e Elementary School, p. 214. 
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The writing of letters, bulletins, items for the school news, reports 
on special problems and other forms of creative writing are possibilities for 
realistic practice in spelling. Jla.ny children's experiences furnish motives 
for learning to spell words as well as maintenance of words which they have 
studied,in the spelling lessons. Chil4ren should be taught to be experimental 
in their use of words, use words when they are not sure of the spelling, with 
the cheeking for spelling after the word is written. "The important thing is 
that children use words as needed to eanmunicate clearly, fluently, and with 
color and 0riginality.nlll 
Children shoU:,.d learn early that CiU9eless handwriting and inaccurate 
letter formation may be interpreted as inaccurate spelling. Poor handwriting 
is frequently cited as one of the factors that causes ~.ffiew.ty in spelling.11: 
Children who write l.egibly a.:nd. ,witr:i reasonabJ.e speed 'have ~ advantages: 
they can give their entire attention to the spelling and thought they wish to 
express; they are not penaJ.ized for illegible letters; .their work can be 
.better interpreted by those who read it. 
A great deal of progress in spelling takes place a.pa.rt from spelling 
lessons, from skills 1: and werds taught in the language arts area and from 
their contributions te spelling. Children do learn to spell in activities 
outsi4e ef the areas mentioned and they also learn the use of the dictionary,' 
associating sounds with letters, and other techm.iques considered a. part of the 
l~e arts field. Accorcling to Horn, "f:bere is some evidence that suggests 
' 
that, when spelling.lessons a.re highly motivated and ef.ficient, pupils 
develop an interest and conscientiousness in spelling in other curriculum 
areas causing increased. contributions to spe1Jing.nll3 Macy examples for 
lllRiehard Madden and Thomsten Carlson, A Guide for Teachers Using 
success in Spelling, (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1955), 
113 · · ill.!• , P• 15 • 
motivati0n trem other areas coul.ci 'be cited; only a few are given: writing· 
original "stoey problems" to be used in the arithmetic class; recording 
science experiments; taking notes fer reports in sociaJ. st'W!lies ~iid fro.m. 
classream. films; and listing questions in preparing assignments tor which 
answers a.re seu.ght. 
· The .tact that el:dl.dren do learn to spell so ma~ words outside the 
spelling class points to the need of ceordinat:img instruction in. spelling 
periocds with the develepment of spelling ability in other activities. One 
or the trems in modem . education is the trend. in integrating spelling with 
ether ],.anguage activities, to which several references have been made in 
this pa.per. By a variety of writing experiencasthe ehila acquires· the power 
to write the word and to know whether or not he has spelled it correctly. 
"If' the wercls>being learned are associated with social experiences in uni.ts 
of work bei.ng stu<iied., opportunities for functional uses of words may be 
» ·~f. ;. 
toh.ti. c~d.rea 1earn pennanently vmat they use 8.llCll eat nas meaning tor 
thea.ull4 A number of research studies have shcmn the resw. ts ebtained when 
spelling is treated as a tool fer writing rather tnan as an isolated seh00l 
study. A few ot tn tests with results obtained. are listed.: 
•"c. ..·•· . - , fl'' f . . . 
1. iii ~ly as· 1902, Oliver. P. Cc>~~j;ried the eq,eriment of 
tea'ching spelling as an~t;1grated' ~udy in two elementary 
schools in Pldlacielphia •. ; ·At·· the etid of th:ne years, results 
showed, ~ means of composition tests, that spelling was fully 
as good. as when it was taught in isolated. drill periods. 
2. In 1()23, c. w. Washburne fGUd that children with no form.al 
instruction in spelling progress from graae to grade, making 
definite advance in ahility to spell year after year. 
3. In an experiment in 1936 in. .New York City, Helen Howland equ.ted. 
grwps of priDli3.ry-grad.e pupils; one group was given conventional. 
work in Engl.ish, and other groups were given aetivity work in 
which lea.ming to speak and -write play-eel a prE>minent role. The 
results showed that the activity groups were consistently ahead 
·, 
ll.4Gertrme Hildreth, "New Light on the Spelling Problem, u 
Elementary lbglisll, ra (April, 1948), 206. 
in spelli.mg skill an.d ether phases of the la.mguage arts •. 
4. A report; of work with slow leamers by Gates anEI Bond, in. 
1936, demonstrated that the unit method. of teaching, which 
ties the different skills to a common eentent arid vocabulary, 
workeci successfully with slow learners. 
;. Ex:perimentation has been conducted in New York City schools 
inteaehimg spelling as an integral paase 0t language arts. 
Results pNVe that a . .tu.nctional approach cembine.i with 
systematic wrd-stu.ciy" proceGlures produee·s gooti results •115 
Bilcireth, in cliscussimg the abave tests., says that teacners should not 
tnink of integrated teachimg and. incidental leandsg as exeluding · systematic., 
well-organized drill. From the child's writing will come evidence th.at he 
will need. systematic mr<i study and drill will be neeaed t0 ~ster his words .1H 
Strickland. says: "Children need basic lists of words whiem. all children study, 
as well as individual lists which fit each chil<t•s :needs.nll7 lfaciaen and 
. . 
Carlson think specific instruction in spelling eacla day is necessary to 
flevelop the various word stuey sldlls.118 
. Teaching Spelling, Board of miueation of the tit;r of. Rew York. Hildreth 
, ' • ' • < ' ' • ,ff ; ~ ' 
,, 
mentioned the experimentation that has been eomciu.et,ed in New York City schools 
in teaching spelling as an. integral phase of langua1e art.a as one of the newer 
ebjeetives in spe]Jing. 
This experimentation 'began in 1946 and was eempleted in 1953. · Experi-
mentation in spelling began as $. part; of tn projeets in language arts. In · 
the first projeet experimentation cente.rea a.reud. efforts to t-.ch spelling 
tunetionally lUithout word. lists with the .toll~ e<mclusion: objective 
., . \ . .\ ·. . \ ' 
ll5Jli.lireth, Teaching fpelliy, PP• 17-19. 
- ·. . ·-~ 
· u~ia., P• 34. -
ll7str1ekland, The .~e AJ1,s in ·tne .. El.ememtar;, School, p. 214.. 
118-aaaen and Carls0n., op. cit., p. 5. 
evaluation of pupil progress is difficult ,men spelling is taught without 
lists. •J:he f'ollow.i.ng conclusion was reached from the second project: they 
needed to develop a basic word list that wuld use the findings of recent 
research and meet the writing needs of New York City children.119 
The conclusions reached when the study was concluded in June, 1953: 
l. The spelling program is materiall.y improved 'When pupils have 
in their hands an alphabetical listing of words which they a.re 
using in their writing. 
' 2. The teaching of spelling"is materially improved when teachers 
use an organized plan.120 
The "Premises of the Spelling Program" in this manual show .the "integra-
tion of spelling and the other language skills with the entire curriculum am. 
consideration for the growth and. developnental needs of the learners" which, 
according to Hildreth, are among the newer objectives in spelling.121. 
In the Mew York City spelling program pupils are given a core of words 
based on research stuElies, principally from the .find.ings reported by Heney D. 
Rinsland in 1945. Using the criterion of frequency of use, Ethel I. 
Salisbury of the University of Cs.lifornia at Los Angeles and Gertrude 
Hildreth developed an alphabetized word list or approximately 5,000 words 
based on the Rinsland list.122 
The Course of Stud;y in Spelling tor the City of' New York schools for 
Grades I-VI includes a. modified form of the Salisblil'y'-Hild.reth list of 
approxi,ma.tel7 2,500 words that a.re most commonly useEl in children•s writing. 
From 2,000 to 2,500 additional wore will be taught in the junior high school 
ll9ae&r4 of B:lucation ot the City ~t New York, Teaching Spal.li.ng, 
Course of Stucly and Manual, Curriculum Iml.leti.n, YI,. (1953-54), 129. · ··• 
120Jl>id., P• 135. 
121Hildreth, Tea.chi.pg Spelling., PP• 21~2. 
122:Board of Biucation of the City of Mew York, op. cit., p. 4. 
to those pupils mo save mastered the werds previously studied.. As children 
mature, words requiretl in the writing vocabulary and those 'WONS used in tl1e 
writing of ad.ult.a will be taught in the high school as those words are 
needea.123 
~., PP• 4-S .. 
CH.AP'BR lll 
:IODIBN 'l'RJi.ffl)S IN TEACHING SPJ!LLI11J 
What We Teach In Spell.big 
A spelling pragram which is to help each pupil to learn to spell 
correctly will be planned. to achieve certain objec,tives. The coane of study, 
of the Board- of FAueation ot the City of New York is an eu.mple ot this type 
of pN>gram. This program includes a statement of the objectives listed by 
JD&1\V' authorities in spelling. The names of twemty.,.even people whe have 
written on the problem in spelling appear in the refennee in the ma.nuaJ..124 
The.objectives listetl are as follo•: 
l. Gain mastery of: 
a. basic WQrds in a>.valid. list of those words found to be 
m.ost::frequent~ used. in cldldren• s writing 
b. woras frequently written which are pen.liar te the locality 
in which the,. children live 
c. other words peculiar to the writing veeal!>ulary of the 
incti.vicdual child and. in frequent use 'by Um. 
2. Spell the words in the basic program correctly as needed., in 
writing situations. 
3. Aequire an efficient metheci of studying new •ra.s needed for 
writing both in and out of school. 
4. Appq to spelling in daily writing sueh techniques as: 
a. referring to a spelling list or a dictiomary when in 
doubt about the spelling of a werd eit,aer at the time of 
writing or in a proofreading period.. 
b. finding and correcting misspelled. mrds. 
s. Appraise their em spelling growth. 
6. Develop an interest in werd.s and their derivations.125 
124:B(!)&rd et Jilucation of City of New Yerk:, 'l'eae.hing fRelliEfh e<>urse 
of Studf gQ. -.w, Curriew.a hlletin VI, PP• 18-$$. 
l25n,id., PP• 2-3. 
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· Mom says that the statements of ebj eetives in teaching spelling show.ci 
be •specific and show.d be realistic in view of vmat pupils can be expected 
to accomplisb..•126 &mle of the matters en whieh deeisions should be made, 
aeeerGting to Horn, are as fellGWS: 
1. Whieh rules, it &r.\V', should be lea.met!? 
2. What dictiomary skills should be develepea? 
3. · l!low much should we rely' on incident.al le~ and on direct 
instruction? 
4• ~t pilollie knewledge show.ti be taught? 
5. How mnch attention shoul<l be· given to the study" of the meaning 
and. derivation of werds?l27 · 
other a.uthGrities in the spelling field list the "development of a 
consciousness · of need for correct spe111ngnl28 a.ncl tba.t "ehilaren should 
learn to feel a sense of obligation to cmform. in s'pelling as &·matter.of 
eG1D111.0n courtesy te the people who w1ll rea<l what is written, ul29 •to have 
good spelling serve as an aid to sell' expressien; ntliler th.an permitting the 
fear of misspelling te beccme a barrier to writ:bag., an<l a curiosity to ana.lyze 
am learn.more abeut each new wori.•130 Lea.ming tb.e werd.s that one needs is 
a eontinueus task. 80me or the we:rds that aEl.w.ts us·e di.fl not exist when they 
were children au m&rJ;Y' did not carry the meam:i.ng tney have today-. "Every 
individual probably learns far more spelling after he leaves the last class 
in which' it was ·taught than he bas learned in se1b&e1.n.i.Jl 
It. appears then that the two chi.et objeetives, in teaehing spelling 
show.ti be: (1) to help each child develop an et.:feetive methed o:t learning 
12117 'll))id.. 
l.28m.sconsin ec>opera.tive E:tucational Plamiimg Program, $pelli.ng · in 
'the Lapgtaye Arts . Pl'0gram, Curriew.a B\Jlleihin Ml., ,. 
l29fw.d.reth, Teael:P!,g §pellw, P• 214. 
130$paehe1 Bducation, LXXVI, Sl. 
l.3latriekl.and, Gnil4hoo4 IUucation, (Eletober, 1,s,>, P• ,,. 
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spelling. This must be a method that he can use by himself so that he can 
use it vihen he has need te lea.m new word.a; and (2) to help each child leam 
to spell accurately as man;y as possible et the c~ words of !hglish. We 
have evidence of what these most needecl wrds are from the studies or Hom, 
Gates, Thomd.ike, Pit.zgerald, Kinsland, and o1ihers. 
Since a large proportion of each perscn • s total leam:i.ng of spelling 
is done individually and not through direct teacld.ng in the school, tech-
niq_u.es for learning to spell words correctly should be developed. Some 
authorities state a definite technique similar to the one below'Which is am 
integratien of vision, hearing, speeeh and writing. The steps are as follows: 
l. l4eaning and pronunciation. Look at the ward.. Pronounce the 
the word. tJse the word correctly in a sentence. 
2. Dnager,v. See and say the word. See the syllables of the word. 
Say the word by syllablef$, then spell the word. 
3. Recall. Loolc at the word.. Close your eyes ·and spell it. Check 
to see whether spelling is correct. In case of error, do steps 
· l, 2, and 3 again. 
/+. writing the word correctly. Check writing to see that eve-r:, 
letter is legU,le. 
5. ~817· eor,~ the word and write it. It correct, cover and 
Wl"l.te again. j 
Fitzgerald says that spelling has been su'Cees~MJ.y taught by these 
steps and similar on.es. Foran states, uu pllpils a:re taught by a systematic' 
method te spell, the method itself' will becane hab>itual.;0 133 but he does 
object to the di vision of words into syllables. Hildreth obj eets to in-
structing pupils in a formal series ot steps to be applied to all spelling 
wortis but suggests a similar process to that ef Fitzg.erald with the 
.recommendation that the steps be follo~ci irJ..s~,ying all difficw.t wel'dso 
132Fitzgeral.c:l, Tl:le Teaching of Spellipg, Po 38. 
l33.n,1a.. -
She includes the st:~ p; pronounce longer wordS by syllables.134 Born says 
that the findings of research in determining the best wa7 for learning to 
spell a •rd are ineorpomted in a series ot steps., whiell are much the.same 
in most modern spellers. "Better spellers ma.y not need to follow all these 
steps habitually., but even the best spellers uy find it safer to use them 
in learaing words that cause them special diffieul.ty.ul35 To him the recall 
ot the correct spelling is the most important step as this is the ability that 
is needea in writing. 
In addition to teaching a technique for learning to spell words 
correctly., a desire must be develeped to do so. Wickey ~and Lambader in dis-
cussing essential attitudes and habits say that cbilt;\ren must like spelling·. 
if' they are to learn to spell coITectly. ••Such an attitude or feeling toward 
spelling is absolutely necessary.," thq say., Hfor it t, the way people feel 
about a. thing that determlnes largely the way they act. a}:)out it.11136 There 
are num~s ways of securing this attitude. Those ~ys listed below are the 
ideas of Wickey and I,ambad.er: 
1. One of the most important is through imitati9p. ..;u- our pupils 
admire and. like us., • • • • ., if' they find • )~<int~eous., under-
standing and willing to help them., if they see" that we take 
pride in the way we speak., write, and sp~., •••• ., then we 
may be certain that we are developing a s:1.ridla.r attitude in them. 
2. Other ways are. through friendly interest· l.l'lt,,~,e.h child., through 
sympathetic understancling of each ehild1s tlifficul.ties, through 
the giving of help on how to study any- ward tha~ the individual 
may wish to use whether in school or wt., through encouragement 
to each one to excel himself from week to we.ek and month to month., 
and through praise of effort and progress .• 137 · 
Of cQllrse we expect children to master the spelling ot the twenty-five 
hunclred most camnonly used words that make up ninety-six per cent of the 
134Hildreth, Teaching Spelling., PP• 229;..230. 
135mom., op. cit.., P• 19. 
13'wiekey arui'tambaaer., Teaching Note for Goals in Spelling., pp. 4-5. 
137n,1c1 • 
. -
writing needs or the average person by the time they b.a.ve completed elemen-
tary school. ,C,rm.erly pronunciation and rote spelling were stressed and 
ehil.e.ren were taught to spell h.umireds or words they didn.•t understand and 
probably wow.d never use in writing. Now children are taught to understand 
the structure and derivatiem sf words by stressimg roots, suffixes, prefixes, 
and syllables. 'ftle medem coarse ot st.wty in spell.i.mg al.so aims.to teach 
complete urulerstandi.mg ancl correct usege ot words in addition to correct 
spelling anal. prenunciati0n. We expect children te develop an interest ·in 
words and their .raeaniilgs. 
There is no way that we can teach all of the wards th.at every indiviciuaJ. 
will need in his writing, but we ean teach children ~ effective way of meet-
ing their neeas in spe.1.ling in 'Wrlting as the neea a.rises, te build up a 
"spelling pewer" through. the developnent of habits that grow out' of the 
desire·:.i~e learn to spell correctly. Some of these hab~ts that are necessary 
for the mastery of woru, listed by Wickey ana tambacier., are the following: 
1. Proefreacling all written work to detect errers; 
2. Cheeking . "guesses" ot the spelling of nrds by- looking them 
up in a clietiena.ry or asking how to spell them; 
3. Looking intently at all new words and thinking abollt their 
So&Q., their spelling, their hard pans; 
4.. Becoming increasingly aware of success of e:tfert.l.38 
How To Teach Spelling 
Dolch, in his book, Better Spe'JJ.iM, says that it is im.por'Gant for 
. ~. . 
teachers to· know all of the -ways in which people ma.7 "know how to spell" ~ 
w.l.th the methods of teaching and. l.ea.ming that reaw.ti: in the different ways 
l.38Ibid.., P• 5 an.d.·20. -,-.. 
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et know.ing how. He say-s that spelling power is due to many kinds of spelling 
lmewledge., \drl.ch he lists as hand spelling., lip s~lling, ear spelling., e:,e 
spelling., and thought spelling. 
By "hand spe3Jing," Dolch means the wenls t:ttat our hands write without 
our tbinldng uout the letter seq&ence in each wrd. This includes most of 
the words adults write a'lltomaticaJ.17., which is the resw.t of .IIlat\V experiences 
in writing each individual word •. This ta.et., long ago, was probably: the reaiun1 
that children., in the past, were sometimes asked. to write words over and over 
again., sem.etimes as mam;y- as hundred times each. Bow we lmn that meracy-
writing a word a given number ef times does net gll8.ra.ntee its mastery., also 
tOG., that !or some children., a hundrea repetitions ef the.word may not be 
enough to make the writing or the. worcd automatic. In this kind. of writing., 
consciousness is thinld.ng on ahead., and it this is dene time after time., the 
letters seem te folln one an.9ther,automa,tea.l.ly anti the person seems to write 
au.tomatically. TM.a explains why' we need other ld.na.s c,£ spelling knewledge 
which .tell us what letters to put d01Un. 
Dolch defines "lip spelling" as the saying c;,f the letters as they are 
written down. This is the easiest method of learning ta spell because it· 
doesn't take much effort to say the letters, but this does not guarantee., by 
itself., .wont master., clue to the faet that there is net much carry aver from 
one word. to another. It makes a separate spelling experience of each word 
as it fails to take into account the fact that man;r words contain similar 
spelling elements. . This method of spelling is useful in developing "hand 
spelling.," but maybe a drawback to the learning of spelling in later life. 
A third kind. or spelling knowledge, 11ear spelling.," is the name that 
hlch gives to phonetic spelling. Mis two criticisms of this method of 
saying the word. by its syllables., then putting together the sounds which 
make the qllables are: (1) that this method is of value only if our 
pronunciation of the word is accurate, (2) and that the English language 
is not a phonetic language. Although these· two difficulties, a.ccordmg to 
Dolch, make it impossible to get fully correct res'IJ11.ts by this method, yet 
he says that it is used to a great extent by eve17@~e. "Yet the results 
secured by •ear spelling• are so liable to error that they should al.ways be 
eheckeci by other types of spelling lmowledge, especially by 'eie spelling' •0139 
The fourth kind of spelling knowledge is r.Uy a mental picture, or a 
visual image, of the word. The two ways .in 'Which "eye spelling" operates 
are as a cheek on °hand spelling" and 11ear spelling," and the use of the 
mental. picture in the moment of heistation when the hand dees not know how 
te spell the next. woM. "There has been a tendency to limit all teaching 
of spelling to the use of visual imagery, but the ehi~ reason to use marq 
types ot imager., is to make vivi.4 ancl lasting impressions by the use of 
repetition and variety.nl40 
A fifth kind of spelling knowledge is fl figuring out" the spelling to 
which Dolch gives the name ntnought spelljng.• Ms m~ams that we a.raw upon 
our knowleElge of spelling-elenents that we have lee.med.. Beasoning is used 
to a great extent in spelling in spite of the elaiIJt that Fngl.ish spel.liDg 
is irrational.· Dolch thinks that most of us use "thought spelling•• more than 
most or us are aware and an improvement could. be maae in our spelling it we 
used it still further • 
. , 
This discussion. points out that no one type 0f learning technique/can 
be used. to the exclusion or others because some eldld.ren depend more upon 
one type than another. Tb.is method is one er the ways then that "teachers 
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can help eh:Udren become proficient in methods of attack on word.s: see to it 
that child~ hear each new word. cli.stinctly; say- it correctly; see it 
clearly; analyze it skillfully; write it accurately; and use it repeatedly.nl41 
Other auth0rities are not in entire agreement with Bolch1s kind of 
spelling lmowlec.ige •. In a Letter te Supervisors pw,lished by the New York 
State Eiucation Depa.rtment., the authors of the article say that research on 
the question., "How do children learn to spell," is quite conclusive. The · 
first methed, which they think is the best way, is to f'oeus on the spelling 
of each llldi vidual word; to understand the meaning and . to be able to pronounce 
it correctly; the child then develops an a:a.dit.oey image of the word. and hears 
. the word; tn.en.J1e recaJ.ls its spelling by the soeds ef the syllables and the 
letters. The methoci of second importance is vis;uaJ:; blagery. The eb:Ud mu.st. 
''see'' the eom:ponent parts as well as the whole word, which is different from 
"seeing" words in reading •. Ill the third method, lle l,earns by' kinesthetic 
imagery when he gets the ttfeel" of a word by writing it.142 
A second consideration, in the discussion of how to tea.ch spelling, is 
concerned with interest, and was discussed to SEDe. extent in the previous sec-
tion ef ·this chapter under the subtitle, "What We Tea.eh In Spelling." Here 
the problem is how to get the chilci to assume an ·at,t.it!llcie of, seriousness with · 
. 
regard to his accuracy in spelling. "How well a J!RAi>il learns to spell depends 
largely upon his interest, which determines what-i.lie.'W!Ul ed.ertake to do, how 
ha.rd he will work and how persistent he will be, nl43 is Horn• s introduction 
to .the subject, "Creating Interest in Spelling~'1_ He then discusses the ways in 
which a teaeher \ can aia pUpils to devele:p int.e,r.e,st;··am,cd attitudes which will 
i.·· • 
141Wickey and Lambader, op. cit., PP• l{f,;.i5. -
142c~rge •• ead. waiter .1:. Lekron, 1•Let•,s Spell It Out,• .th! 
Jlueatiea Digest, ix (llareh., 1955)., PP• l.1-11.20 · · 
. :l43f10m, op. d.t'~, P• 19. 
improve their spelling. These ways a.re listed below: 
· l. Pupils can be led ta appreciate the fa.ct that spelling errors 
make a poor impression in letters and other written work. 
2. They should understand that the words in their spelling lessons 
are those most likely to be neeaed now and in the future. 
3. The interest et pupils is increased when they learn a.n efficient 
method for stµeying their spelling lessms. 
4. Pupils should be convinced that they ea.n improve their spelling 
ability. 
5. Children should be helped to assune respensibility for learning 
to spell, for setting goals and taking responsibility for 
reaching them. 
6. Abunaant opportunities should be previded for w.r:i.ting on sub-
jects of interest to ehild~en and creating a need for spelling. 
7. Pupils can be led to take pride in correct spelling dn an 
written work and to proofread. their writing f'tl>r errors 1n 
spelling. 
· 8. Individual children are more likely te be interested in a. class 
where there is high moraJ.e. Mutual helpful.ness · is better than 
CQID.petition.144 
The teacher's attitude has been discussed as a . factor in creating 
interest in the section to which a previous reference has been made, but 
Hom has made further interesting observations: 
(l) that spelling is one ot the subjects which JQ.a.ny teachers dis-
like to tea.eh; (2) methods may be used. to er~(\El'tm$l!e interest by 
the teacher: understanding the :import.a.nee of correct spel.ling, 
by being assured. 0t the soundness of what he 'is expected to teach, 
by knowing that the methods he uses hav.e been p:reved. efficient, and 
by eviaence that pupils can improve their speil:ing.145 
Methods of Instruction 
Incidental Instruction vs. ~zstematic Instruction. • • • .In spelling, 
incidental. learning has been a subject of controversy for over fifty years. 
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In aa arliele, 0 The Futility ot the Spelling Grind," published in Forum in 
April, l.897, J .• M. Rice concluded that incidental teaching of spelling was 
as effective as the systana.tic teaching o.f the suject.146 This was a 
criticism of the formal. teaching of spelling as it was carried~ at that 
time. Then in 1902, o. P. Comma.n, whose study was reviewed. in a:· section of 
this pa.per, 0 Learning to Spell Through Written Worlt," further criticized 
the formal teaching of spelling and concluded that spelling was as good when 
taught as an integrated subject as it was in isolated drill periods.147 
. Pltzgeral.d pointe4 eut that in those early' days that there had not been the 
-Elerelopnant of wrcl lists, procedures tor teaching, and tests f0r 1mea.sure-
ment tha.t were developed later. B.r 1911, more seientilic procedures were 
a,ed by J. E. wallin a.nc:l w. H. Winch, both ot acm e@n.clu.ded. that the 
a,.stema.tic plaa of instruction was more effective than incidental lea.ming 
of the subjeet.l48. In more recent years, Paw. Mc1Kee saicl that a direct 
attack on wordS 'b;t a system.a.tic and direct ldrill was an efficient procedure 
am "will make use of the incidental learning of children outside their 
formal spalJing program,nl49 wb:lle no:ra.ce Fernald gave formal word lists 
but,.~ place in the spelling program.nl50 
Fitzgerald summarized the controversy in The Te.a$hing et Spelling 
published in 19;1. After reporting the rea_sens a:dvatteed for.both points of · 
view, he mad.e the statement thatnsystematic teae~J of' spelling should. begin 
where incidental learning leaves ott.nl51 Hom lias taken a similar point or 
view in writing that •spelling is unquestionab]Jr bl.p:roved by an instructional 
146.Fi tzgeralcl, !Ae .. T.e.ae.hing or a~w,, P• 25. · 
14 7fildre\k, Tea.e;ipe;. Spelllpg, P• 17. 
148ntzgerald., The Teaching of SpelliM, P• 25. 
- . - r:.; · -· - ' . ·> 
14'1:bid.., P• 26. 
program rieh in opportunities. for reading and writing, but it is further 
impreved by direct instruetion.nl52 Hildreth•s comments show the modern 
trend in thinking as well as in .tea.cbing. Her comments follow: "Teachers 
shouJ.d not think of incidental lea.ming and. integrated teaehing as excluding 
syst-.tic, well-orga.m,.zed drill.. From the child.ts attempts to write will come 
evidence of his neea for systematic word stu(\y.015.3 There a.re maey evidences 
that children kan many words before they begin to .study spelling in school 
that they have leamed 1"rom various sources. Most authorities seem to agree 
that incidental lea.ming of spelling is nat enough because it leaves the 
id.entity of the words to be taught very vague and their selection to each 
in<lividuaJ. teacher. They al.so .believe that all children will profit from a. 
daily period of instruction in which specit'"ic words are learned and in which 
insights into the nature of word structure are acquired. 
Test-stug.y vs. stu4I-test ?iliethod. • ••• 'fwo basic plans of spelling 
instru.ction a.re the test-study and stud;y"-test methods. A summary of the 
literature as shown by Blancbara.154 shows that approximately tw.i.ce as many 
investigators favor the test-study method. Some investigators believe the 
study-test plan should be used for the slow lea.mer at all grade levels. 
C)t,hers believe that if an adequate program. of readiness for spelling were 
developed, and if the words used were <>n]y _those wortis which h8Q been 
securely fixed in their speaking and res.cling voca.bw.aries, then they think 
that the test-study plan wow.d be the more etf eetive method to be used in 
all gl"&des. Tidyman am Butterfield say that a good case can be made for 
152Boant of Biuca:t.ion of eity of New Yeric:, Teaching 8pelling-, Course 
of Stud.y and Dnual, CUrrieulum Bw.l.etin VI, 3. 
153Jti.1d.reth, 'l'eachit]g ot Spelling, P• 34. 
:. 154B<>ard of Biueation of City of New York, op. cit., P• 3. 
I . 
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either procedure but that a di.sad.vantage in the study-test proQetiure is the 
amount of time wasted in et~ familiar words, but the "truth is that the 
advantage of either prooe4ure .can be magnified and the disacivantages 
minimized by competent teaching"l55 Horn advocates that pretests be g+ven 
and that ~e;r be correete<i a;r t~e pupil himself. The a4vantages for this 
method ot pretestiBg: (l) ·it. shows each child ,wldeh words he has not yet 
learned and needs to stuq; (2) it shows the teacher which ebilciren most need 
help; (3) 'b;r working caretul.ly as he corrects the t,est, the child can learn 
JU.1V' words as the teacher ~~Us each wora al.owl. The.attention of the child. 
is focused. on ea.c~ word that he has misspellel •. In CQJDJD:emtillg on this method 
· of cheeking, Horn says: "This procedure is the most frui thl. single learning 
' 
activity per unit et time that h.a.s yet been cievisea~n1s, 
Foran states certain ad.vantages and disadvantages,fer the test-stuq 
plan ot teaching the words to be learned after a review of experimental 
stuci.ies 'made of the test-study ·and stud;y-test metheds¥1J1 The first imresti-
gation of this pt"oblaa was reported by John H• Kingsl.~ • 192). His· 
argument was that tttime •uld. be saved through tea.ehimg eru..;r the worcds that 
need.•to be taught· rather than treating all words. as equally unknown am 
... 
difficuJ.t.ul58 The most eemprehensive study made c,f the program~~ by 
Gates in 1931. His results showed that ttduller pu}!ills made p--.ter ga,ins 
when tallght . by the study-test method.. In later. grad.es they do well when 
taught by the test-stu(\y method.•159 Foran states the principal advantages 
156'Hom, op. cit., PP• 17..J.8. 
· 157Poran, The Psycholegy a.ncl Teaching .&f S,el]ing, R>• 64-?4. 
15~4.cd., P• 65. _ 159Ibid., P• 68. 
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possessed by the test-study method are a.s follows: 
1. . The time that it saves for nearly all pupils. 
2. The rel.ease !rem the study of the words is s0ught 'by the 
pupils and they attempt to obtain perfect scores as soon as 
possible • 
.3. It increases interest in spelling. 
4. Pupils develop a technique for studying words.160 
The disadvantages are stated below: 
1 •. 'i'he failure of the test to reveal accurately pup,fl,s~ ability to 
spell tlle words ef the assignment. Children do met always spell 
c0rrectl.y the "WOrds they ha.ve ence spelled. e0rreetly. 
2. The failure to detect an error am the word is not included in 
the pupil• s list of words to be learned • 
.3. file preliminary test may eause po.pile to mis,spall words th.at 
they do not know and this inor~ses the <lif.fiew.ty in learning 
to spell sueh words correct1.y.J.ol . 
Hildreth makes the following comments on the test-sitwtr-test: 
The test-study-test weeldy spel.ling unit is restrictecl. to children 
who have al.react, atta.:ined consid.erable spelling skill.. The appropriate 
grade level is fourth and beyond.. A critical attituEle is developed 
and. practice of error prevented. through cautioning pupils not to write 
wonts on the pretests unless they are sure of perfect spelling. If 
children are penalized m0re for a m:ong than fer·· emitted response, 
they will quickly fom this, habit.1°2 ·. 
The Use c>f the Ba.sic Word List. ~ .• • • The words to be taught in 
spelling should 'be selected to satisfy the needs of the cld.ld. in his writing •. 
Children differ in their needs due to many factors: difference in abilities; 
varying experiences; difference in backgrounds; difference in interests; 
and difference in aptitudes tor writing. 
One of the most. important problems in planning for spelling instruc-
tion is the selee·t.ion of' the ba.sic words which a. child needs to spellel6.3 
161.,.,.... ..~ .:i . P .71· .L<llMLJl&!/1 J e • 
l62m.J.dreth., Lean:>.ig the 'i'tt.i~e R's, P• SU. 
1°3P:i.tzgerald., miuca.tion, LXXVI, 286. 
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A great nany•authorities ill the teaching of spelling believe in selecting 
the woras from valici vocabulary investigations 'With tlae addition of a 
Bl1J)plementary list.. Hom stated very concisely- in the topic, "Contribution 
of Research to Special Methods: Spelling," in the Tldrtz-Seventh Yearl:>_ook 
.or the Na.tioul Society tor the Stud;, of Educa\1•: 
There has been a great cleal ef rather meaningles,s .:tabulation _ of 
lists ill spelling. Perhaps the worst examples are those in which 
large numbers of wori lists are thrown togetller with little or no 
consideration of the nature, validity, or tlle reliability of the 
clata baek of the indiviclu.l list, and w.l.thout empetent knowledge 
· o:r intepr~ of existing data. The result has been to confuse 
the real issues and discourage original. investigations that would 
expand a.ml ref'ine our present knowledge.164 
In planning for word selection for spelling instruction, l'itzgerald outlines 
a plan in wtd.cm;he sa,s that the following studies shoulfi be used: 
l. Tllevalld voea'bala17 investigations should be inspected in 
detail: worth-while child writing vocabularies show.El be 
studies; vocabularies based upon investigations of children•s 
letters should be analyzed, vocabularies of aclult writing should 
be evaluated; spelling-error lists shwld be utilizecl; and even 
Ile vocabularies et related fields ma., be drawn upon with soae · 
discreticm. · 
2. Jach ot the important words from the valid studies with frequency 
· of use,. persistency of <liffieul ty, and. i~.ete · placement- should be 
listed.. Then each 'ffl>rd should be evalu.ateci a.ml by careful compari-
son, el :irni Htions mq- be made and the ~ Sielection of a 1:>asic 
list ma.de. 5 , _ 
Fitzgerald. does not approve of a common supplementary liet because of the 
_ difference in the interests, needs, abilities anGl aptitude of children. He 
bel.ieves that atter "the basic core of well-sel.ected W0rds bas been taught, 
each child will be motivated to keep an indiviciual list or words which he 
' 
finds useful in writ1ng.ul66 
Hildreth says that the nature of the elementary spelling vocabulary 
will depemi largely upon the philosepby of the curriculum in use which 
determines the aims and ~· of el.ementary school instruction. low. 
l6;D>1d., pp. 286...287. 166Ibicl., P• 289. 
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wore a.re best taught, according to the theory of the curriculum, w.i.11 
detennine the number of words and the particular words to be taught. The 
instructional methods will depend, aJ.so, on the theory,whether it provides 
for integration or for fonnal. teaching. 
The reasons given by Hildreth, why' conventional spelling lists may 
°De invalid, ~ been stated in the section on !'Grade Placement" in eh.apter 
II of this pa.per •. She says th.at there are a number of reasons why words that 
children use should take precedence in the spelling vocabulary through the 
grades and we have to know the background and experiences of the child, as 
well as his grasp of ideas, to know when he is ready for cert a.in words. The 
objection is sometimes raised to basing the children's spelling lists on the 
r 
words that they use most frequently which is said. to make the lists invalid 
· beeauae children avoid writing words that they do not know. Hildreth says 
that "this argument overlooks the fact that children usually are less 
perturbed ab!m. spelling errors in writing than are adw.ts.nl67 
Hil.Glreth has made a spelling list from the Rinslana. vocabulary of 
children's writing and Folger•s study of the frequency of word usage in 
the Rinsland. vocabulary, which she says ''is convenient to use for the con-
struction of graded spelling and vocabulary tests for class use or survey 
purposes.nl68 In deriving this list, Hildreth selected approximately 
7200 of the most commonly used words according to indications of totaJ. 
'' 
frequency of use and divided these words into ten levels. These levels do 
not ref er to school grades. From this ten-level l.ist, a shorter list of 
, six levels, containing 2,998 words and a supplementary list of, 440 we>rds 
were prepared. She states that ·beyond the number or ffl>rd.s given. here that 
167ruGtreth, ' Teaching Spelling, p. 148. 
1C>8rbia., p. 310. 
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"children•s vocabulary needs in writing are so specific to various them.es 
and topics, and there is such a vast range of words of ce.m:p9,ra.ble difficul. ty, 
that ne highly valid single list can be reeanmendedenl69 According to 
Hildreth t,he reliability and validity of this list am based on the reliability 
a.na. validity of Rinslandts list. 
The Wisconsin Cooperative Biucational Planning Program, quoting 
Fernal~, Dci>1eh, and Hildret~ states "the words 'Which children ,dsh to write 
in their written work in social studies, science, literature, and other 
activities shoulti be given first place in a spelling program, and. the words 
which have been found by research to be valua'ble to most of the pupils in a 
grade should receive attention.nl 70 
In the New York City spelling program, pupils are given an alphabetical 
core ef words based on the research studies of Henry D. Rinsland ~th the 
criteria of frequency of use developeci by Bl:ihel. I. Sa.lis'btll'y and Gertrude 
Hildreth, A modified form of this Salisbury-Hildreth list. was used in an 
experimental program as the . basic list and during the experiment, adjustments 
were ma.de for the New York City children.171 One of the premises er their 
program is stated: "Spelling is taught functionally both through the use 
or referenee material as words are needed in daily writing and through direct 
instruction.nl 72 . 
A seen problem in the use of the basic wercl. list is the question of 
,mieh is the best method: teaching words in con.text or in lists. Hom 
169J:b~., P,• 303. 
170w.i_sconsin ())operative l!)iucatienal. Planning Program, Spelling in the 
Language Arts Fr5rM1, Curriculum Balletin XVI, 11. 
17l.Boa.rd of l!):lucation of City of New York, Teaching Spelling, Course of 
Study and ~nual, Curriculum .Bulletin VI, 4. 
l 72Ibid.., P• 2. 
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disagrees with m~ authorities concerning this problem.. He says: f'Resea.rch 
has consistently $bown that it ism.ore efficient to study words in lists 
than in context,.ul 73 He gives his reasons: that wonts studied in lists are 
~mere quickly, remembered longer, and transferred more readily to new 
context. AnotheJ- p&int that he makes is that children are more likely to use 
a word in their writing wb.en they know the meaning of the wont. The words 
1n t.he list will •v~ been selected by thei;r freqaeney, therefore the pupils 
will know the meanings of most of the words. Asso,eiation with meaning is 
further developed for the reason that most spelling b'oeks advise that ea.ch 
word first be pronounced, used in a sentence wnieb haps pupils to identify 
the word to be spelled, then finally pronomeed again. Hom, however, does 
agree, that "occasional. lessons may be taught in whicl:!: words are used in 
context; for the purposes of encouraging children to do certain types of 
writing."l 74 
Most of the views on these methods of presenting woris for spelling, 
especially those autherities who believe that spelling is a phase of the 
language arts program, believe in proviaing opportunities for the writing of 
words in context, and also teaching spelling words by systematic instruction. 
Hildreth says: 
Both direct a.nd indirect approaches have a pla.ee in S!f)elling instruc-
tion above the primary grades. Learning spelling as a tool for 
writing does not preclude dire et spelling drill on words needing 
practice. As the upper grad.es a.re reached, more f'ormali ty in spelling 
study can be introduced without sacrificing tlli•e .v,a.luable feature of 
functiol\lal writing."175 · 
Strieklana • s views are the following: 
The major objective of spelling instructi0n i,s to enable children 
to write aat they wa.nt am 1',1:eed to 'W"rl,.te. Balete lists are nee<led, 
at least for reference, in the later grades though individual lists 
17~am, op,~ eit., p. 16. l74n,1d. 
175Jlildreth, 'l'eaehipg Spelling, pp. 170, 171, 176. 
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shCi>Uld. be given major attention.176 
-whether the word.a for spell.ing study are selected. frcm a standard. 
list or trom the con.tent about 'Whieh cbil,dren need to write at a:q 
time, experience in. ~sing and writing is essential to the goott 
leaming ot spelling • .L77 
Probably the great majority ot elementary teachers in the cou.ntr.y 
set aside a definite daily peried for the stud;r of spelling and. 
use a textbeok betll for the zrd.s to be s'bwUed and the method by 
which tney a.re stutiett..178. . 
In the 'J!eaelai~ er §Pellig, Fitzgerald e0J1S1<i.ers both the systematic 
teaching of spelling and using words in. context to be necessary .in the teach-
ing of spelling. Concerning the first point, he reeQ!Dlllenc!ls direct and inci~ 
dental· methods tor teaching al!ld learning spelling a.*1 .. says that the systematic 
teaching or spelling to an inElividualw.Ul d.epend par;tly upon his spelling 
' 
'. 
lea~ in reading, writing, and. other f'iel.u.179 &>neeming the second 
point he says: 
A·goocl spelling program, properly integrated. in the lugua.ge eurric-
.uJ.um, F<>Vid.es opportunities for practice •8.Ild use of the word.s 
leamed. One thoughtful perfect use of a word in a 111.ea:ningful 
w,r'iting situation. is · wo:th f~e than JU.?q" repetitive writings or 
the word. in ordina.ry cl.rill. 
Techniques of Word. Stu(Q' 
The Word Study ~s 1 . Phardcs. Systematic instruction in the word-
.'· ' 
stlAf skills will contribute to correct spelling of thewor<is need.eti by 
children in their writing. Kottmeyer says: 
There is little point to review the various arguments about whether 
we shall teach children "phordcs. 0 ••.• , .·tae pesition is arbitrarily 
. taken that no human. being can becae com;peten,t,;t.y literate in the 
»iglish language unless he can use sueh a boli;r et skills.181 
I 
.· l7°strieldand, The Language Arte In Th.e 11.ementar,y Scheol, P• 212. 
·. ,. . . ' ',' •.. ·:· . ., .. _ ..... .,.. ' ' ' ' 
. · l 77str1ekland, Chil.Oo.o.d Mucatie.n, DXIl, 70. 17~id., P• 73. 
179fit~g.erald, The 'feaeM.M of Spellig, p~ 28. 18Gn,1c1., P• 182. 
· llLKet.tmeyer, (l)a The Relationship. ~ Skills la .Rea.ding . &nQ ·.·Spelling, p. 3 
There is strong evidence that phonics am funaamental in ~ood spelling, even 
though we have maey unphonetic Spellings. Broch\U"es for six new spelling 
texts, or revisions, all discuss phonics in their new editions. The brochures 
that have been e:xaroined are the following: 
1. Lillian E. BUlington, Using Words. 
The child must know something about word structure. He must learn 
the correct pronunciation of words. It will bea. great aid. to him 
in recognizing word symbols if he is able to pronounce words correctl.y 
and distinctly, and recognize them when he hears them.. Phonetics 
must therefore be a part of the spelling program.182 
2. Nadine Fillmore, steps to Mastery of Words. 
Steps to mastery of -words is more than phonics as customarily 
offered :incidentally in the reading prog_re.m; it is werd analysis 
which integrates all recognition sld.lls~i83 
3. William Kottme;yer and May Lambader.,. The New Gea.1'13 in Spelling. 
~·,~'. . . 
'fhe words are grouped to present common phonetic characteristics. 
The phonics program is maintained and enlarged thro~h. all the 
grades. The phono-structural grouping of weekly v«i>.~ · 11sts enables 
. boys and girls to speedily learn an<i review fflporta.nt. generalizations 
about phonetic patterns and word stru.ctures.l 4 . 
4. ·Richard Madde and Thornsten Carlson., Success in Spelling. 
Pupils are given valuable insights into the spel]ing of sounds. The 
auth,at.s stress the point of v:i.ew that although phonetic and structural 
rules often rail8with a given word.., phonetic and structural insights 
are invaluable.I 5 
5. David H. Patton and Eleanor M. Johnson, Spelling forJlerd. Maste;rr. 
By equipping chil.d.ren with balanced training in Pltoni.es., word analysis, 
and dictionar.y skills, Spelling for Word .ua.stezw: builds spelling con-
fidence and independence. Studies show that tl)e correlation between 
phonic knowlme and spelling is higher than between phonic knowledge 
~mi rea.ding.l 
182Billington, The Res·oureeful Teacher, V, 1+. 
l.83Nadine Pillmore, Steps to .M.a.sterz ot Words, (Benton Harbor., Mich.: 
Educational Serri.ee Incorporated, n,. d.), P• l~ · 
. . . 
l84wiuiam Kott.may-er and. May Lambader., The New Goals 1n Spelling, 
(St. Louis, }4issouri: Webster Publishing Co., n. d.,) P• a. 
\ 
l.85Rie)lard.;1ladden and Thornsten Carlson., Success in Spel.H.pg, (Yonkers-
on-Hudson, N. Yo, -1955), PP• 3-4. ·· · 
186J,av1d H. Patton and El.ea.nor M. Johnson, Spelling for .Word Jlasterz, 
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, 1956), P• 19. 
6. Gerald A. Yoa.kam and Seward E. Daw., Learning to Spell. 
Leal"Dig to Spell has many rich experiences in word study and makes 
use of a phonetic approach. A wide variety of study exercises such 
as acquainting the pupil w1 th phonetic peculiarities' of words and 
devel1o~ principles that govern the spelling of variant forms are used. 87 -
Whether or not these brochures show that phonics are fundamental to 
.. 
spelling or whether they show the influence ot the recent reading problem., 
it appears· that children are going to be exposed to the teaching of phonics 
in spelling. 
Rules an<i Generalizations ••••• The teaching of spelling rules., 
.tOJmerly so prevalent., fell into disrepute as soon as t}le poor results of for-
mal training in rules were observed., and men spelling became a functional 
school activity. Foran says that the outcome of an experiment of w. A. Gook 
which was reported in the J"eunuil of .~ucational Psychlf>ilGfW in March, 1912, 
hastened the doom. of rules, although Foran thinks it was largely the manner 
in lihich rul.es were taught that was the more important ca.use of the general 
mistrust of rw..es.188 There is general agreement that a. t'ew rules are 
val.uable when the child is mature enough to apply them.. H~m says that "the 
oply rules which should be taught are those that apply to a large number of 
words and have few exceptions and they should be developed. iruluctively.nlS9 
Hildreth says that 11there are certa.in characteristics that run through 
some cl.asses of English words which can be summarized in terms of spelling 
rul.es,11190 and she suggests that instead of memorizing the rules that "teacher 
and pupils work together to diseever the rule.11.l<Jl Strickland saya: "In 
• l'!, ',c 
187Gerald A. Yoakam and Seward E. Daw., 
Ginn and eo • ., n. a.) p. 10. 
188Pora.n, op •. eito pp,. 125 and 138. 
1$9som, 0p,o eit ., P• 210 
l~Eireth:, '.'T.ea~;g- ·spelling,~ P• 251. 
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teaching spelling, attention needs to be called to opportunities for eompan-
son and generalizations. There is no value in teaching ~ rule unless it 
will help children to leam 'With greater econonw or effort."192 other 
authorities that agree with Foran•s generalization concerning the teaching 
of rules are Ti<iyma.n and Butterrield,193 JSl.ea.nor Johnson,194 Betts,195 
Wisconsin Cooperative Education Planning Program,196 {with twelve 
authorities listed as references), Boa.rd of »lucation of mew York City,197 
(with twenty-seven authorities listed as references), Dolch,198 Fitzgerald,199 
and the authors of the brochures mentioned. in the section on the use of 
phonics. 
Foran•s conclusions regarding the teaching or spelling rules follow: 
1. Only a few rules should be taught. 
2. Some rules should be taught because children will generalize 
what they have learned and such generalizatiens should be directed.. 
3. A rule should be taught only vdlere there is a need for it. 
4. Rules should be taught inductive1y.200 
Foran does not approve of general relianee upon rules. He believes that 
for most students, direct teaching and independent wer.d. study are more benefi .... 
eial. than leaming .. eralizations, to which there a.re~ exceptions. 
l.92strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School, P• 215. 
l9>J:idyman and ~utterfield, op. cit., PP• 352-353. 
1941].eanor Johnson, B:lucation, LXXVI, 274. 
l95setts, ltiuca.tion, LXXVI, 320. 
19oWd.seensin Cooperative Eciucational Pla,nning Program, Spelling in the 
La;pguage A~s ProR!;!, Curricul:mn Bulletin XVI, 11. 
197 Board of B.iueation of City of New Iork, Teaching Spelling. Course 
· of Stud.y and Jlanual, eurriculum Bulletin VI, 4. 
198Dolch, op. eit., PP• 235-236. 
199pitzge~~d, The Teaching or Spalling, P• 144 ii' ' ' ,, . . . . . - ' 
200,oran, '~:p. cit., PP• 144-145. 
' . 
.Although they may play only a small part in achievement, however, "effective 
instructien eannot afford. to ignore them."201 ·The rw.es am generalizations 
. " 
OB which the greater number of authorities agree may be f'eund in the Appendix 
to this pa.per. · 
The· Dietienarz Sld.lls. Leaming to use a dietiena.r;r is an essential 
... 
pa.rt ot leaming te spell. Btfeetive use of the clietiomar;r should be 
.~.? 
systematieal.l3' and thoroughly- taught. In order te use the dictiona.r,y effi-
ciently, the pupil should: 
1. le f'am111ar with 'the al.pb.8.betieal. &rPaligement et letters. Although 
the·· feunh grue · is generally considered to be the g,:ra.a.e bt which dictiona.r,y 
,; 
training is begun, alphabetizing of wrds is eega·;a:t tm.e third. grace level, 
and even in the lower prima.17 $r&cl.es, the picture clietioma.ry may- be useful. 
2. Be able to use aids to prommeiation. dii\c::tren:· can learn to spell 
\:~ ~.. :-- . 
many nrd.s by prcmeuncing them correctly. he of the prebable ea uses tor 
·,. 
peer· results in spelling· 1s careless prommeiation .• ··· This reason is listed 
iJr most· et· the authon.ties who are mentiOBed. in thi,s -f'l!l°• Opport'UBities 
for speaking help to d.evelop nuency" in expres1siC1>~ mien is .likel,7 to carry 
wer into written werk. Aft.er ~a.tion baa l!>'een'JstuUed through the 
use ot a dictionar,y, they should know hew the prommeiatien of word~ in a 
dieticmary is . sh.own t:,y a s;vs~em. of diacritical. .ma~•,,,~f\ptenetic spellings. 
'. ' 
IIUJy"·pupll• have not learned te hear word.s accurate]¥ er praOUl'lee them. 
correctly. Listening, one of the neglE!eted parts et tlle language a:r1;$, · 
,., ' 
can· be improved through instruction eoneerned ld:th,: ·the. skills inVolved in 
, ;r..-~ 
thie listening prGeess.202 
" ...... ...,,--,,. 
201 · .•. Ibid., p. l.l,.:. 9. -
202FAwar<t Pratt, DEx.perimental EV'aluation o.(, A Program for the 
Improvement ot Listening, 0 The Blementan SchQol Joumal, LVI (:larch, l <J56), 
315. 
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3. Pupils are taught at about the sixth grade level, along with key-a 
to pronunciation, that dividing word.s into syllables is helpful in spelling. 
Th~re are a few generalizatioms that are useful in cli.viding aru at ends 
of' lines which may l:>e taught at this time. About; the first time that a 
chila.neecis to write more than one l.ine, 1n oNier to complete the word. ' ' -·, . 
correetzy on tae tell.owing line., he need.s an mulerstan.<ling of syllabication. 
Here is another meed for the dictionary skill •. In a·uscussion., "How 
Syllables ean Help in Spelling," Thomas D. Hom says: 
Most pa.rents and teachers have a feeling that breaking words down 
into syllables show.-d provide help in spelling. We know from 
various investigations that adults., mature stud.ants, and superior 
spellers do tenet to study words by sylla'bles~, · l\rs' a matter or fact, 
. it is doubtful. i.t "big moneyt1 . winners on televisiolll eow.ci have 
successfully spelled words, without breaking ~bietn inte syllables.203 
In the coneluion of h:is article., Thomas Mom makes the following · 
general.izatd.eas; ··· .. 
1.. Since an underst~ of and a "f'et\l.11 t0r syllables in words . 
· is a characteristic of the .good speller, CG!JJtti.nldng at tent ion 
to syll.abic elements is needed. 
2. As a regular method. of' learning to spell, the undivided presen-
·. · tation should be used. 204 · 
4. Be able to understand val'.'1ous meanings of W.ONS that are given in the 
ciictiona.ry of ,is level. Hildreth makes the suggestion to "use spelling lessome 
: t 
. to teach the spelling . of knOWll words and. give more time in l~ge work to 
vocabulary building ... 205 
Grouping for Instruction in Sp,eJJ_~ 
Reaai~s. for .Spelling. • • • .In pl.al'll'limg pregrams fer systematic 
:instruetien hl:::.speU~g, questions are asked. by teachers as to when should. 
eldl<lren begin the form'i.l ~y of spelling amt.what should be done to help 
· 26':rhanas D. Hom, "How Syllables Can Help in Spelling.," Fduca.tion, 
LXXVI (Jaa-.ry., 1956)., 291 .• 
:204n1a • ., P• 294. 
20Sliilcireth, Teaehing S~lling, PP• 208-209. 
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them develop a readiness for spelling? Readiness for spelling is just as 
important as readiness for reading. Betts says: 
The child who is reae.y for systematic instruction for writing, 
including spelling, will have acquired among other leamings, a 
speaking vocabulary of about 51000 words, and. a reading vocabulary 
of at lea.st .300 or 400 words. If the child does not possess the 
necessar,y_ma.turity, skills., and attitu.tles, time should be allowed 
for developing the necessary factors.20o 
The factors associated with readiness for reating have a. bearing on 
readiness for spelling. The following factors are phases of readiness for 
lea.ming to spell: 
l. A fairly large sight vocabular,y. 
2. The ability to perceive differences in letter forms with some accuracy, 
3. Seunds and visual symbols must be identified for good spelling habits .. 
4. Control of finger. and arm muscles is essential to good written 
expression. · 
I. Curiosity about words is important in effective use of words in 
writing. 
6. There must be .&,;;purpose for writing. · 
'7. An adequate mea.ning vocabulary is a necessa17 backgromid.207 
Provision for grouping shbw.d. be made to take care Gt the difference 
in the time needed to develop these abilities. ffThere is a best time to teach 
children how to spell, and pa.rents and teachers can help children to a. good 
start by understanding facts on ea.ch child's readiness.tt20S 
Grouping For Instruction in S-pellirJB. • ••• In a program or systanatic 
instruction in spelling, teachers are concerned with the problem of finding , 
the spelling level at which children should work. One of the ma.in purposes 
of a basic spelling program is "tt:o Jl~p pupils learn to spell the wori.s the;y 
need. in writing but have not yet learned how to spell. Betts suggests that 
2°'Dmnett Albert Betts,_ "Interrelati_ onship of Reading and Spelling," 
Elementary English Renew, XllI, (January-, 1945), 15. . 
>l, ' '• -, ' 
2(;)?wiseonsin CG>ope:"a.~i ve Educational Plal)Iling Program, . Spelling in the 
Language Arts Program, Curriculum Bulletin XVI., 7. 
20Ssetts, Educa."tio~, LXXVI., 315. 
the few pupils who can spell ninety-two per cent or more of all the words a.t ' 
their grade level should concentrate on words that they need individually for 
their other curriculum activities, and the remainder of the pupils should be 
grouped according to their instructional levels in spelling.209 He also 
suggests that "sm.aJJ. groups may be organized for help on auditory perception, 
adding suffixes, spelling demons, or other specific ~eeds.n210 This grouping 
need not be static, but throughout the year regrouping should place the pupils 
' . 
in the group where they may receive the most benefit. Suggestions aJ.so have 
been made to use spellers on at least three levels in each class. There is 
an objection to the procedure of excusing children from the regular spelling 
class if they ean spell most of the words correctly on an inventory test at 
the beginning of the tenn. Horn says: 
That although this plan has much to reeoinmend it, it does require 
considerable supervision, and most teachers pref er to keep superior 
spellers in the regular class, especially since those pupils study, 
in their daily and weekly work, only those words which the test 
before study shows they cannot spel1.2ll 
Many teachers ha.ve adapted the 'WOrd lists to the different groups by 
dividing the class into groups by a pretest, giving the best group the 
privilege of doing sane kind of other work when they have completed their 
study, giving the middle group assistance in some special difficulty, and 
giving the low group help in detailed study. Ordinarily these groups can 
parallel the reading and language groups. "When some type of grouping plan 
is used., the pupils are more successful. and achieve more growth because more 
favorable conditions for learning are provided for au pupils,11 212 is the 
opinion of some educators. 
210Ibid. 2lluom, op. cit., P• 24. 
However, in recent years, there has been a great deal of criticism 
about this instructional problem. of grouping, espeeia.1.ly in reading, but the 
same. thing is true of grouping in spelling. Warren A. Ketcham wrote in an 
article, "How Should We Look At. Levels?9 as it applied to read.irig: 
For many years the twe-group and three-group methods for reading 
have been the most prevalent. Now we are fhding the e:ff ects on 
the ment$1 health of treating pa.rt of th.e clrl.ldren as the "lower" 
group.213 
This criticism suggests that regrouping should be done often, especially 
for the slowest learners. Then a plan used in the Kingston, New York schools 
could be used: most of the teaching involved only sma.11 groups of pupils 
based. on achievement in inventory tests. However, the teacher worked with 
the whole class as a group from tme to time to demonstrate certain techniques, 
and individual help was given to those children who hadi.need f'or it.214 
Betts' theory of "Levels of Differentiation," she.~a be helpful to 
those teachers 'Wtle feel that this problem of adaptation ef instruction to 
try to make learning situations be the greatest help to all children is a 
very dii'ficul t probl en. ietts says: 
Differentiated instruction is a wa:y- of living in tb:e .. ~l,assPOQl!l :so 
that the broader objectives of education can be aehi~ed. A earaf. 
fw.ly planned program of differentiated instru.etion f:9r children 
of all ages does not lead. in the direction of highly individualized 
instruction; instead the ultiJlla.te goal is the developnent ef skills, 
abilities, and in.formation in social situations whd~h capitalize on 
:individual. and group contributions. All learning is an individual 
matter • • • • Differentiated. instruction the11:, give~ every child. 
an ·equal opportunity to leam •••• and fosters the <iffelopm.ent of 
desirable attitud.es by givinf the child practice on 'When as well as 
how to use ~ge skills.2 5 
213warren A. Ketcham,· "How Should We Look at Lavels?11 Childhood. 
Eaucation, llXII (December, 1955) 156. 
~~eth, Teaching s;eellipg, P• 176. 
215Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, p. 713. 
CHAPTER IV 
JITALUATION OF PBOGRESS IN SPl!LLING 
Types of Evaluation 
Tea.ehing and evaluating are not separate parts of the program but 
should operate together. Evaluation, according .to Virgil E. Herrick, 
Professor of Education, University of Wisconsin, is na process which a.J\Y'one 
earri.es on 'When he considers how well he is accomplishing wba.t he sets out 
to aeccmplish dependent upon the concept of a goal anci the concept of a 
standard. n2l6 Hom says: 
Whatever goals have been set up to guide instruction, whether it 
is the leamingof the most useful words, the ability to use the 
dictionary, the knowledge of rules, the ability to correctly associate 
letters with sounds, or the ability to proofread wm.tten work, it is 
essential that both the teachers and pupils lmow the degree to which 
their goals have been reached., and achievememt must: Ji>e, measured 
regard.less of the general pattem of the currieulum.217 , 
Just as it is necessary to arrive at the validity et a basic list of 
words through carefully conducted. research, and the metheds and techniques 
used i.n teaching need to be subjected to scientific resea:rch, so the evaJ.ua ... 
tio:n of res'qlts obtained must be arrived at through th~ application of con-
trolled techniques and the cal.leetio:n of authemtic da:ta, There are several 
types of evaluation: standardized tests, pretests and tests which measure 
daily achievement, dia.gnostie tests, and observational teehniques, all of 
which should. be used to guide and improve· the learning of spelling. The 
m.a.:nual :tor Teaching Spelling, vmich is used in the New York City schools 
gives this meaning to evaluation in spel.ling: 
216,yirgil E. Herriek,. "Steps Toward Evaluatd.on,." .'teacher•s Letter, 
(New London, Corm.: Arthur e. Croft Publications, 1957), J>• 1. 
217 Hom, Teaching Spelling, p. 28. 
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'Evaluation in spelling is eon.eemed with each pupil• s growth and 
aehievem.ent; with the growth cm. a class or scnool basis; with 
tb.e evaluation.er the teaching practices and instructional 
material that are a pa.rt of the program.218 
The evaluations which are ef the most help in infiueneing lea.ming 
are those helps that the teacher gives from day t(!> <iay as she becomes 
conscious or the ehildren•s need.a., helps them with spelling ·teehniques., observes 
the level on 1Vhich the children are working and plans the succeeding steps for 
them.. T84,chers have been criticized for using teaching time for testing rather 
than tor teaching spel.li.ng techniques. In a recent article., "Are You a 
Teacher or a Teater?" by' Daisy H. Jones, llirecter et Bl.ementary- .Mucation, 
lti.chmoad., l.Rdiana., het" definition for teaching •s given: •!eacbi:ng·is a 
stimal.ating and. directing of the mental., Jil:1'sieaJ.., or e1DGtional activity of 
the pupil to the end that lea.ming takes place.n21, 
In addition te the observational techniques, there are inventory- tests 
given t>etere the . study of a lesson to show llhat the chilci needs to learn and. 
· tests given a.t\er the period of learning to show his achievement. $triek.land. 
says that the "real test of spell1ng aehifFem.ent is not what chilEiren can do 
when their attentien 1s centered on spelling, but mat tkey d.e> with spelling 
men their attention is centered. on what they are trying to express.n228 
The JIGSt significant test or a good spel_Hng program 1.s mad.e in terms of the , 
•rd.a that child.ren use in their d.aily writing • 
. Standardizecl tests are of val.u.e in the scb.oel testing program for the 
foll.owing purposes: they ma::, show the power that a chili is gaining in 
' 
21.~ea.rd of Jliu.ea.tion ot the eity of Rew Yorlc., 'feachin.g Spelling, ,, 
Course ot st.Jdi pd. Jla.imal., Gurrieulum. Bw.letin VI., 4§.: . 
2l.9JDa,isy u. Jones, •A.re You a Teacher or a TesM,r?-11 (Bow, Peterson 
and Co. !>'l!lblicationa: A Jorio1ra.m for E.eme;ntarz T.eaebers, Ho. 85; Evanston., 
m.,. .aow., ,tftersGn aid e•., ·1957), P• 1.. . . 
220striekland, Qdldheed Ealiea.tion, rm., 76. 
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generalized. ability in spelling by testing en the m>rds ,other than those 
'WOrds that the child. has studied.; for a. eheck up on tae general level of the 
class as a whole; and to fimd a pupil's general achievement level in spelling 
cc:mpa.red. 'With children of his age and present grade placement. The~e tests 
do not show to any ment what learning ha.s taken place in the spelling class; 
they· are not the measure of a teacher• s competence; they do not test the 
effectiveness .. of ·the metho<is used. in teaching the class. 
In evaluating the spelling program the probable ea.wses for poor results, 
which are listed by many authorities frOlll research stuaies, will help to 
evaluate the practices which need to be· improved or revisedo 
The probable ca.us es of poor results in spelling listed. by the Wisconsin 
. . 
Ceoperative .Educational Planning Program a.re a.s follews: 
l. Formal instruction in spelling is begun too early. 
2. Too many words are taught which the child. has mo opportunity 
te use in functional· writing situations. 
3. Too mu.ch time is sp,at in testing, too little tim.e, .• <i>tl teaching and 
st~.. · 
4. Pronunciation or words is careless and ina.eeva.te. 
. . .. ,. 
5. Too little attention is given to individual differences and to 
spelling problems. 
e. Motivation fer geod spell1ag is in.ad.equate. 
221 1. Word lists are too long f'or slower pupils. 
The Study" of Spelling Errors 
lfany" investigations of· spelling. errors have been ma.de from time to time 
to determine mat types of errors a.re ma.de most frequently, wey such errors are 
being made, and what preventive measures should be taken. Gates tested chil-
dren of New York City and published the results in 1937. This study resulted~ 
22lwiseonsin Cooper~ti've FAucational Planning Program, Spelling in the 
Language Arts Program, Curriculum. Bulletin XVI, 19. 
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A list or spelling diffieulties in 3,876 ~., showing the 
nhard. spots,"· camn0n misspellings, average :spelling gradi-
pla.cement, and eomprehensieri grade-ratings of eaeh word. · 22 
Fer most pupils misspellings are instances of failure to 
.solve a. spelling problem rather than failure te recall a 
practiced spelling• 223 . -
' Several lists o:t wore that are canmomJJr m1,,s:,elled. have been com-
piled. from time to time. Notable among these are the Jones list of the one 
hundred most c:li:tficw.t words which has become famous as "demons" in teaching 
spelling and the Fitzgerald. list of the one hurulred words most frequently 
misspelled in ea.ch grade from fourth to sixth. F:1.tz.gera.ld. says: "The 
mastery of the one hundred. wonts of greatest ill.ficalty . .for ea.ch grade woiu.d 
eliminate half of the spelling mistakes which children 0:t the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth grades make when writing letters n.tsilll:e of, their school work;.n224 
• 
Host of these n demons'' have been a.tided to the basic wcard lists. 
0ne other recent investigation -was made by Aug1una H. Nichols who 
found in her study of research that "the major.Lty af a.nmerities agree on 
cerl:iai.n types of ability which they believe cem.cliti.&n ·sf)8J.ling success.n225 
Kiss lti.chols constructed tests in which she seleeted ans from the bes:t 
available studies·in ea.ch or the follE>Wing types of ability: (1) spelling 
achievement, (2) proefreac:ling, (3) 'WOrd meaning, (4}·-nanclwriting, (5) visual 
c:liscriJnina.tion, and ( 6) auditory discrimination. JlisJJ Ni~hol.s reports the 
follow.1.ng information from her study: 
The object ot the study was the·eonstruetimi. 0! a. spelling test 
.. which could be used in analyzing spelling, er~n '.~ in determining 
the effectiveness et remedial instruction. The re.suits indicate . ' . . ' . -.~' .. ,,.. :, :•. ' 
22~tes, Spelling Difficulties in 318'76 Words, title page. · 
223:Ibid., P• 4 
-224Fora.n, The Psychology; anti Teaching of Sp.al.J.ipg, PP• m ... 212. 
225,A.ugusta H. Nichols, "The Analysis and Correction or SpelJi.ng 
Difficulties," The El.ementar,r School Journal, (November, 1949), P• 154. 
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that as ability increases in.proofr~ing, word meaning, hand-
writing, visual diserimina.tien, and aurtocy discrimination, 
children will spell more accurately.22 · · 
In another study made by Sister M. Roberta Wolff: 
The purpose was to find. the types of errors made most frequently 
in the spellimg in essay writing and tests. The following con-
clusions were ma.de: 
1. The high per cent of mechanical errors calls for develop-
ment of a spelling conscience, for better handwriting, and 
for more accurate letter fonna.tion. 
2. The phonetic errors indicate a need for Emphasis on visual 
and auditory images. 
3. Grouping words according to diff'icul ties, special care in 
pronunciation, use of words in context are suggested for 
remedial help.227 
Some of th.e sources of difficulty in spelling can be attributed. to 
the difference in sounds given to the same letter or letter combinations, 
sUent letters, and unphonetie spelling of words, but "actually English is 
approxi.mately about eight-five per cent phonetic, and th.ere are many con-
sistently pronounced elements., so other factors must be the ca.use of errors.11 2~ 
In seeking th~. causes for poor spelling., it is important for the teacher 
to keep in mind that inability to spell is more often the result of multiple 
factors than of a single factor. The following suggestions are ta.ken from 
the Manual for Teaeh:i.ng Spelling used in New York City: 
What is observed as a cause may be a result, and a symptom of a 
deep-seated., not easily observable, disturbance in a. child. In 
planning remedial action, therefore, the teacher should be a.ware 
of the canplexity of the problem and relate the ehild•s difficulties 
226Ibid., PP• 160-161. 
227sister M. Jk>berta Wolff, "A Study of Spelling Errors With Implica-
tions Concerning Pert.inent Teaching Methocls, 11 The Elementary School Journal, 
LII (April, 1952), 464-465. 
22Sffil<ilreth, The Teaching of Spelling., P• 224. 
in spelling t0 his lea.ming problems in other curriculum areas 
and to his personal-social development.229 
ti Awareness of error may be a first step toward correction, while an 
understanding of the causes contributing to error is a decidedly advanced 
step toward correetion~A composite list, liAnalysis of Spelling Dis-
abilities, Types of Error, Ca.uses, and b'uggested Teaching Procedures," is 
included. in the A.ppen<lix to this paper. 
22910ard of Biueation of City of New York, Teaching Spelling, Course 
of Study and Manual, Curriculum Bu1letin VI, 32-; 
230vfmlfr, op. cit., p. 458. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the world of affairs spelling is often ued. as a measure of a person• s 
learning in spite. of the fact that it is not eomsiciere<l as important a part 
of the curriculum of the school as mal\r other subjects. ·pew things are more 
_critieally observed than a person•s ability to spell. Whenever th.ere is a new 
iclea, a new process is discover~, or there is a. new product, a new worcl. is 
used or an old word takes on a new meaning. All of the words that t:Nery 
individual. neecls cannot be taught in school, so we need to utilize all 
reliil?l~. research in spelling to improve the program to obt.a.in better results 
in spelling for everr child.. 
' .·Duri.ng the period when children learned. to spell 1;rcm Webster• s 11!! 
Baek·· Speller, they lea.med to spell great 'numbers of wrus tor which most 
children hac:1 no possible use in ffl"'iting. Down to the pNsent time the spelling 
vocabulary of elementary schools has included. many woNls of adult liters:, 
usage·and ot great difficulty due to the innuence of Webste:r•s book and to 
the precedent established. tha. t the original wori cotmts were right. The 
ext.ensive wore! counts made ill' the early- pa.rt ot. the 1900•s by Ayres, Hom, 
Thorndike, and others were based on ad.ult writing a.nci long lists of these 
. . . -
nrds were selected. as the words to be learned. With a change in the. philoso-
pb;v' of edueationc,f preparing fer the ch:Udren•s need.s as adults to the 
pld.].GSophy- of needs of cbild. clevelopaent as well as needs tor the future, 
word counts began to be studied from ehildren•s writing 'both in and ou.t ot 
) ,; 
school by' w. F. Jones, Dolch, Fitzgerald., Binsland. and others. Through 
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research, beginning with Ayers, the principle of word usage was establishd. · 
that relatively' rew words constitute the bulk ot wonts used in writing, a.Wil 
it was finally agreell 11pen by mest authorities that little is g~ed. in teaela-
img a large number of words. rt has been estimated. that a.round 21000 wens 
make up a.bout ninety-five per cent of the l'lllUling words in children•s writi.mg, 
and that a.bout ~,000 words account tor about ninety-seven per cent ef the 
rmming ants wlich the average ad.ult w.Ul use in a lif etim.e. 
Although there is little agreement among the writers ot spelling ~m~ 
books relative to the grade placement and. selection of nrd.s for the ba.sie 
list., there b.a.s been research on these problems. !he :number of woru to· li,,e 
taught has been r~ueed. 11'1 spelling textbooks, 0De ef the ea.uses being the 
atuclies mad.e, which were begun by Carl T. Wise, to find. sat the eammonest 
worcls were which were used in the spelling textbooks. '!'he fierived lists built 
by Dr. Ash.ba:1agh, \l&.shbume, Breed, Gates, Fitzgerali, Ji»le1ll ana others 
resulted in the mmmer of wrds tebe taught being retiueed to aN>URd 2,500. 
Stu.dies ot gradation et werds made by comparison or the worcls in the spellimg . 
textbooks by Betts, Gates, and others .led to the cenelusicm.s that frequenq 
ot use and dif'fiew.ty should be considered 1n gradation, but mUess awrtt 
was ne,ed.ed. at a certain grade level and used. 1n pra.etiee and context, it 
might :not be mastered at that level. Reither does a spelling textli>ook meet 
the needs of all classes and all pupils in the elass. Authorities recammeml 
groltJ)i:ng children for instruction ill spelling and._the use of' seYeral spellers 
with WGnis on different levels. There is a growing. feeling that spelling 
text,boeks should be s:eibeeted en the basis of' spelling-age level rather tbiaa 
by gre.cie level. 
Studies of methMS aacl teelmiques h teaching- spelling have been: -J-~ 
.)' . ,, ~~ 
< •• l :·~ .. ~, 
a great d.eal. of attemticm 1n research. Tne i:ndiviclual.izecl approach 11a;'1.-·,,:" 
.' 
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considered. because it wow.a. seem to meet the needs of each child but several 
objections have been foumlt:tio this method, chiefly that the chila.•s spelling 
list ma.y not become enriched in proportion to his intelligence and needs. 
Also, m<>st authorities say that, through research, lists have been derived 
of comrnon:J.y used words to which all children should give some attention. 
Today the interrelationship of all parts of the language arts program has 
been accepted, and a unified approach of spelling with all of the curriculum. 
is being used, which methods furnish_ words to be learned. by use of the words 
in context as well as by systematic instruction. 
With the assumption that a valid list of words fer spelling has been 
selected, -chat the words have been graded by valid criteria., then the methods 
used in instruction should be those methods which have been· established by 
research, providing that these methods will lead to the objectives of the 
spelling program determined by the philosophy of the curriculum: to help 
the child succeed in spelling the words he needs when he needs them, and to 
find the words he needs and leam techniques to spell the words that he will 
need in the :future. Research has- shown that certain methods of instruction, 
the test-study method, systematic study of words, and the use of words in 
context., are successful. methods. Research also shows that a great number of 
words a.re learned apart from a period devoted. to the teaching of spelling; 
therefore, definite emphasis should be placed. upon a.method of learning to 
spell a word, which method ha.a been analyzed and stated. by FemaJ.d, Dolch, 
Fitzgerald and others. Research also shows: that since people differ in 
their methods of recall, a multiple sense approach is important in teaching 
children to spell; that a few rules and generalizations are. useful; that a 
. . ~ 
caretully orga.ni~ed. program of word analysis, in which phonics, word-bnd~t~-
p~eiation, and syllabication, shmud be taught; and that word mea.~:,~ 
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an :important rac~r-,:which influences correct spelling. 
Other prob1ems that have been investigated tltat imnuence correct 
spelling a.re readiness to 1ea.m spelling, awareness of correct spelling, 
speJ.ling.ability .and the cause of errors, sueeesstul a.ttaek upon errors, and 
the interest that a chllcl has in spelling. In th.e research.for cause of errors, 
some of tlle-~causes, when a.naly'zed., show that they a.re serious enough to need 
the service ot specialists. 
JfalV' children do not benefit from these st~.es er research., but find-
ings such as the enes mentioned shGUld urge teachers te st~ the research 
\ 
,;• 
that has been.made and to do research that 1s greatly needed on some ot the 
problems in spelling: the need tor better word t~:uenq eeunts; which words 
and. the nm.ber of words to be pl.,eed on each level.; \)le studies of typical age 
levels appropriate for teaching cert.ail\ words; and inti vic1:u.al problems that 
. . 
a.rise in the teachers' own classrooms. . Teachers are ,u,gea not enl.y to lmow 
what has been accomplished through research., but also to use the conclusions 
that have been arrived at by authorities., to achieve the goals ot more 
accurate spelling and increased vocabulary. Some suggestions to reach these 
goals are the .following: 
l. Grea.ter emphasis should. be placed on the techniques to be used in 
lea.ming to spell. Teachers should censider that tm.e techniques used in 
learning to spell word.a will carry over so that nevr word.a · can be spelled. 
2.. There should be more teaching in tne spelling period. and less 
testing, althougn testing is a part of teaching • 
.3. D,ch child. should be helpei to develop the particular technique 
best suited for him to leam to spell. 
4. Directed systematic instruction in spelling is needed. 
5. Words should· be practiced and written in context as most children 
do not lea.m to spell a word through one presentation. 
/ 
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6. All subjects contribute to vocabulary growth. 
7. A cliagnosis should be macle 'When unsatisfactory work is done and. 
l!emedial measures used. r,. 
8. E9,ch child should have an accessible and alphabetized list of most 
of the words that he will need. in his writing. 
9. Habits and attitudes should be developed that will lead to more 
accurate spelling: an interest in spelling, awareness of correct spelling, 
and a desire to leam to spell accurately. · 
10. Th.ere is no·c)easJ" road to accurate spelling, but spelling power can 
be developed by training children for independence in spelling by using. the 
suggestimls that most authorities make in their research studies on the 
spelling problem. 
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APPENDIX 
SPELLING RULES AND GENERALIZATIONS 
There is general. agreement that a few rules are valuable vmeB the 
child is sufficiently mature to apply them. The rules and generalizatiens 
suggested by some authorities include the following: 
l. Formation of plural. forms of nouns. 
2. Formation of possessive forms of nouns. 
3. Comparisor1 of adjectives and adverbs. 
4. Tense of verbs. 
5. Adding prefixes and suffixes. 
6. '!he letter .nqn is always followed by 11u. 11 
7. The letter ''i" in use with 1·etter "e•" 
8. The apostrophe is used to show the omission of a. letter. 
9. Abbreviations are followed. by periods. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF SPELLING DISAB]i.ITill'S, m• OF nll 
L·, 
1F 
Disabilities aad. Tf.pes of Er1:'8r Cause$: 
Ph.ysiel0gical 
1. Visual cil.efeets 
2. Auclitory defects 
Psychological 
1. !)notional. maladjustments 
2. La.ck 0f spelling 
readiness 
Instructienal 
1. Defective perception of 
word fom. 
j 
Defective visual imagery. 
Lack of visual memory. 
1,':<l .. 
• Ci(·' 
· ]!motional. problems eha.ra.cti~zed. by: 
f:'1~t~a.tion, in~eeurit~, rtst!.essness,t 
.tJ.mJ..d.ity, negative attitucdl,, f:ea.r of ~allure, 
·lack of confidence, tensioi in home oi+' school 
'jarents• indifference to -~l's work, clis-
taste fer spelling, speec~~~id.is0rders, ~trus-
tra.tion because writim.g ve'r, .. o:lllJ.a.ry la.,$ 
behi:ae. speaking a.ml rea.iiJlj .. ifeabul.a1"31~ 
·r··!"; . . . 
.\t~ .-'' ···-
MentaJ.. and. physical. imma.t ty. Musefa.r .,,., 
incoord.ina.tion. La.ck of ua.te insihetioni:1: 
, '_ , , C •,~ ~;.,o1 
La.ck of language facility.1),. 'Um.able to ~~{ 
perceive Elifferenees in SQ.as 0f let~ers a.nd.:~t· 
syllables. 'Um.able to rec · ze d.iffei~nces an:•' 
similarities in word.s. S .. · a.tte:atie .. tii s=n. ·~.··.•.~ ,, ,t'-· ·;A 
Lacks curiosity a.bout wont, t~eir meal@img a.nli{ ' 
use. La.eks tiesire to expr~ss himselft:in ·· 
writing. 
-
!i~/. 
' ' 
De~ective vision •.. 1-0'"e moi~ents irrei,J.ar. 
Failure to grasp whole wor-~.. lma.dequa1je 
instruction· in pereeiving'Ii@rd forms.f Fa.ulty 
work ha.bits. Low mentali . J'eo few !ssoeia, 
tions of meaning. Limite kill in 
· analysis. Bo meaning ass J.;i..om wi 
.tom.. La.ck of analytical il.,i.ty. 
a.boat sequezaee of letters.:t -ruiem. s 
:.; 
'i 
• 
•-..,:,·· 
, UD :i00GJ$TB) ·i)Q(~J; :~~ ... ~•·· ·, 
,, ._-;,::..:~'.'.'.'t"-; :i ' ~ · l ' . ~- s MWM--ILd ·.,, eaie<li&. ltea ..• e . 
.. -~.; -~. :/:./' .-··"-\V ~:· .. 
,- · er te meilca.1. a'tltherit~~'., · ,r-~~ c0nfigurs. ti• "ti •. , _ •.~rts. 
blish habit ef easerv~ ~(:,aua.mildng wort!);$,.~ .':Jr·by letter. 
, f~ e0lererl eb.al.k on blacld>~~{ ·_. liv:l,.cle woris :.:t~ "· -• :abdes in 
~ a.. visual presentatiE»:l .• ·.• E.apaasize dif'fi .. -· ef v,:e~. -~l visual ima.ge, write tlae .• ri, eom.pa.re n;a' . )rer:t fe.~. 
t·~ . ._\}'.••' 
"',, ... ,,. "' 
,-.. .·• r-· .. , ·.t' IJ:rer tG melieaJ. authority-. Give a hearing tes:tJ\·~~t• v.:t.saally. l(- • • .• . ' - •. , ..• ~,, ·~eciate a printe&i letter with a. sitution in ._ ,'. .•. _ :f, i;s:. used. 
. _It.Ia a .;-pietnare<i eoject which eegi:ns with that le:1( ...... __ ·· 1':i,,\•e l~rge wards 
p~h erayem awi chalk. Ask chi.lei t0 trace nrCils 111\Ji' fcsrefi:nger:, sayiug 
~~h pa.rt as _lae · traees. Say the 'Wl!>rEl, ~pha.sizbg ea,.g;bJ."qllaele. . Show 
~'he relatien b>etnea s0tmd. a1¥i written. sym.bel. · 
..... \ ........... 
~eJ\fer with parents.,:. Try ter,>_;n.,.e~~1easi~;·~e~.4s. Loek for tnY's:i:cal_ 
~-aues ef em.otiena.l •.mllJ:-a.tl~'1&'t•~~~ l\eiiE1Ve·pressure., jealousies., fears 
-· wrries •. $hew i'iltetl fer werab{talligi\. ;'.iimi.t WONS to those which 
#Pil is ima.ble te spel_l. Bn~$~ze:i itl!iiU~rvitill,~l at!lli class progress .• 
--~e pricde in a.elaievem•t, : ' ' . ~r;:,.- .. -
::. .· 
-------------------------------------
\ . \ 
ft~n eye t0 -~ left to right. Prcwide a rich reaf.il~g pr0gram.. Provifie 
~ell li>a.ckgr01mEl of experiences: include trips; diseu,$ pietures., stories; print 
~e em ;essessions; m.ake labels and captions; com.'pi,:~--.$r~gim.al stories. tJse a. 
;W8ll er Elesk chart showi:m.g the alpha.bet. Use a picta~~ dietiionary with primary 
~la·lld.rem.. Make a scra.pbMk. Spell name of relatives., pets, friemls. Write 
·:&'e;veral. wonls frQJn dietation. Write awn na.m.e witheut a mod.el • 
.'',.•. ,_ ~ ' 
·~~ .. '. 
_s,,·-,. < ·~ell won.s" anEl meming. lfa.ke parts of woris that a.re. qilt~ and p0in.t 
1e,~t <iiff erenees. Use dictioma.ry to st,uily worcis. tJse lieme~ in 
,itateaees. 
.;,: 
Disabilities and Types of Error 
2 •. Faulty pronuneiatiom 
3. 1:)efeetive werld 
recognition skills 
Wrong-word. 
Difficult words 
t. Qnission of letters 
or wrong use of letters 
Substitution 
·Insertion. 
Confusion 
Transposition 
5. ·Inaccuracy due to 
. carelessness 
6. La.ek of spelling 
practice 
f. lllegible writing 
8. Lack of meaning 
vocabulary-
9. Lapses 
~'.".(<· 
9t 
H 
Speech im.ped.iment. Aequ:teC,. f'r0m teaeher er , :· 
associates. Lack of atteiitiem to fema .of 
word. Dialectical pr•,m.~iation. Ca:r·eless- ; · 
ness. Poor er11mciatiom. in:Ieme envireaent 
as foreigm. speech, illit~~te Jaome u.i 
slC>Vemly speech. Lack of':· emphasis on final 
sount. 
~ 
Inability to give sound.s :tr letters a.mi blends 
Incomplete observatien or1' wra.s. Failure to 
notice soune. elements th~'t ~e up n:r<ds. 
Unable to give number of part.a or syllables 
in word an.er hearing we~ said or seeing it . 
written. La.ck of syste~il.ie study 
techniques. 
Ineerrect grammar. Fa.ult/pr0munciation. 
Poor or careless hea.r.i.ngi'J 'Po~r vision. 
Nervousness. Inattentioil~1 keessive 
ambition. Ignerance ef f,tter sounds. 
Lack of techniques im att,aeking words. 
'W-1~ 
Phonetic inad.equaey. t:Jme~'.rtainty of vowel 
sounaa and combinations. f,: 
''. 
Peor vision. Nervousness·:. Laek of hterest.· 
La.ck 0£ priclie im spel.J.in.g~: a.eeemplisbmemt. · 
Decreased emphasis em s,~i~. La.ck·. ef well£ 
planned spelling program{ l!mpha.sis 0~, knon :;; 
words. Presentation of .,.eeessary- weris. . . 
Lack of in.tegra.tion in s11jµ.li».g activi:t,ies. · 
Poor selection of weris s1/u.clieei. Social 
factors. · 
~!' 
~,! :. ... , 
Deficient ill speeti amd q •. lity of han-iting~ 
Sensitivity of 0laer pupi~s im ab1J.it1 te 
spell. Peor motor coorGiifiatiom. · · 
Immaturity. 
voeabula.r.v. 
,, i; :> 
.~: 
Ina.b1J.ity tt,;_.remember. ~imi teci '. ' 
:, 
Inversion of letters. Dej~ling the •mg 
letter. Substituting letf,r .0r lette .. er 
like or app?'0Xi.mate phem.~ value. a'.ff.uenee 
of another language. La.eW of metiva.t\t•• 
r 
.• 
, .~ 
.;.~.· 
(~,(>::·_,?. __ .. · ,. ', ·' ....... ··.\.~, ~· .. ·.. . ,,'.··. . . -/·,,i:: .. 
~lt~q\S.te s~eeh ·t~ad.11li1ug •. Teaea~r ,:l!l,_s 
·, · · em ;,fue .. ra\!li~ •cp-~eers·, m®~g ji 
glllla:~a;:tte•s. . @nil<d pl'0noW1ee/rirai ,e ..... · .. lYt 
soclla.bles @ne wore! at a time. . Write t'he ~rd.. 
~eti0naey i. · · - · 
·'. a.J1;1!, em:waciation. 
: Ekjla.in phonic 
:.:;~ca by 
a)~jJi)iil with 
J· "·\·,·. ' ' 
.,,,,,]tt11 p,refixe!Tl~t~es, a.md roots. Observe W©rd \ ~s a whole. .· ~ltZ~t 
, .... ::ables, ,~Pb~nee;~, ... ·.am<d c!louble letters. Id.eiat~fy words threugh ,·~cture 
•,/.:es' ~-~\fii:i;e allllil.J):iis' structural a.na.lysis' syllabication, and use ~, 
3,:i~ticmary~ :RE:3-e~gn;i:ze the vGwels in a word •. Show specifie causes of el".r~r~. 
,:,;· ...... -::·,Tei'•-'"'~--.. ~ ,·{' 
j~:eek vision. Reorganize "~l•s method. ef attack. Use as man,y sensory 
~yemues as are neeessary:i: · 'd:rili. 0:ra auc!lit@ry .. ssuntds; use initial blends. 
~E>Uil'ile and blend .sotmd:s 'i.m. a,to't°a] W®l?O.e fire,s word meaning. 
€}017eet physiGal · aefects. · Create attit'l!ld:e ,e:,,t oaring about spelling. :Eh courage 
fiiri.e ancd c00perati011 i.m. spelling achiewemem\. -Pr®Vi.de definite method 0f 
-~~nd:mg. IDnpha.size im<liviehial and class p,regresso Insist ~m careful. spelling 
.)~: all. written w0rk. ©err'e&t a.11 spelling e~lilrs. Allow :mo erasimg or 
p.ewritimg. ieve-l0pnemt •Qf spelling conscience. 
~-·. \ ·.t 
S¢1eet e:a~~ru.:lir: the wor<:ls to be taught a.nm. m,@tivat-~:Ji> on these words. 
Elj);~Q.ttrq,.f!1} i;t.cder readilag.. Develep voeabw..a.ty by c~~:i " ~ion.· Tea.ob:' words the 
•.· ...... ~·.·.' ·_.' . . ·--,'.~ ,-_. . ,. -~ 
aeefiis to kn0iw. Teach earliest tne wer-ilrlif: 1B0st · _r.i:ly .li\S:ecd im. corre-
, -~ ~:t!l-ee. Tea.eh lll a.pprepriate grades th_e·.-:rd.!3 ~. . .lll· ~ther subjects. 
,~~ee activities for use of words. ; »lli~'t .~0pe:t\a )l.:iim. er lllome. 
-~·<, . .- .. , 
. :.::~,, .. ·,. . 
·- ~.- ---~ i 1-' :l~-_-:-,.~f> '.~ 
]iislst ~~ legible ha~dwriting. Appeal to pride. Br. /~rrers into the 0pen. 
~li).Q )Stress ea.re lll f o:rmation · of letters and words• $ ess correct spacing 
9i!' 1 etters utli wore:is • 
. , •.. > 
( '.~l'm:Gly" prefixes, su.ff:Lx:es, r@ots, worGl d.eri va;bion~ · Study imtleetion of verbs, 
~.:.~djeetives, a:ro.t0rcyl'Ilfts, syJil,Gl\YDls, and. h<:!>me~,. N0te new words in reading. 
' ',f.Jse.:;cdietionary. ' , . 
;/;':Tec1.¢h a definite proeeelure 0f wor<;\ stu~.•, Gave el0ser attention to sequemee 
,:':it~iters. Point out phonetic values 0f leite~~ :tre.lllsp0sed. $tuG}y' W©r<ds emca· 
t:):~;·;s'ilen.t H efl ~ Distinguish betweeR long and' Shon V©Wel preee@d.ng a fima,:::Ji,J~ 
Disabilities and iYpes of Err0r 
10. Attempt to 
spell phonetically 
11. Misuse of apostrophe 
Causes 
' ,j' 
Overcor1Scious o:f pnollle!h:iei· Tries to spell 
my a.ma.logy. 
, ~eks kn©Vil..edge 0f ce~'. of possess~on. 
i1a~s t.e distinguish singula:r\~d 
;].~ forms. Ca.relessti~ss. Social t~ctors 
1. Betts, F,duca.tion, LXXVII, ,~l~..;~01,~,. 
2. Fitzgerald, The Teachu ,r:ilf . PP• 189-221. 
4. Furness, E:lna Lue, ElemeI,\:: 
5. Hildreth, Teaching Spel111:l$:t'r~f~i~,-.:·i,;..;.2~3 • 
o. Horn, Et-nest, .;:;T.;:;;e.;;;.ac~h;.;;;;.=i.....:. .... ~ 
8. Hew York Qi ty Board er E<iue 
anf.i. Manual, Curriculum Bill 
9. Wickey and La.mbader, Teaching : 
10. Wisconsin Cooperative Eiuoe.ti 
Language Arts Program., curri,e 
11. Wolff., Elementary: School J0~, 1/.i~, '.4-. 
207-225. 
lo0-162. 
of St · 1 
~··1 
PP• 48-6,j 
am, Spelling in tae 
p,. 1.0. 
Suggested Rer:nediall{easures 
<ifi~~ drill with wora families (importance, ¢stence). Develop visua.1 
familiarity vr.i.th varied spellings for the same sounds (sede, ceed, eed.e). 
$.1.aew application of rules and generalizations to spelling words. Check all 
:written work te see if rules are applied. Werk en specific errors. 
